SECOND ANNUAL GATHERING of
The INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
of THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, New Mexico
1O—1 June,

1976

MINUTES
A sense of beginning was provided by the opening Introductions
Session of Intermountain Yearly Meeting.
It began at 7:15 PM on
June 10, 1976, with a period of worship.
Ted Church, Clerk,
welcomed Friends to the second annual meeting of Intermountain
Yearly Meeting, and the seventh gathering of Intermountain Friends
Fellowship.
The Clerk introduced the Clerks and Chairmen of the
Yearly i’ieeting and of Continuing Committee.
Douglas and Dorothy
Steere of Haverford, PA, were introduced as the special guests
of the Yearly Meeting.
Other visitors from Friends organizations
were Bob and Sally Cory from Friends World Committee for Consulta
tion in Washington, D.C., Betty Cole and Luis Torres of the AFSC
Pacific southwest regional office, Duane Magill from Los Angeles
Friends Meeting, and Jos and Angela Brusse from Christchurch
Monthly Meeting, New Zealand.
The Clerk continued with the call of the meetings and worship
groups present,
Three regional meetings, eleven monthly meetings,
one preparative meeting, and twelve worship groups were called.
The Clerk closed the Introductory Session with a quotation from
Robert Barclay’s Apology...and the meeting settled into a period
of worship.
During this time, members of Las Cruces, Flagstaff,
Mountain View, and Taos meetings delivered ministry concerning
their meetings.
Meeting closed at 8 PM, to meet again at 10:15 AM
Friday, June 11.
Friends gathered together again at 10:25 AM, Friday, June H.
Following a period of worship, the Clerk introduced the speaker,
Douglas Steere, whose message entitled “Travelling In’ provided
a spiritual theme for the Yearly Meeting.
A period of worship and a brief break followed Douglas Steere’s talk.
The meeting reassembled to hear Dorothy Steere speak on “The Meeting
for Business as a Meeting for Worship”.
Dorothy set a worshipful
tone for the ensuing business sessions.
After a period of silence, the Clerk gave a brief description of
the two 90-minute business sessions during the next two days.
The first session will be devoted to internal affairs of the
Yearly Meeting, and the second session will consist of the meeting’s
outreach functions.
Attenders were urged to review the printed
page of Continuing Committee recommendations to the Yearly Meeting.
After assorted announcements, the Clerk closed this session at
12:00 noon, to meet again at :3O PM the same day.
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INTER-MOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

C

Religious Society of Friends

Ghost Ranch
Abiquiu, New Mexico
1 June 1976
To Friends Everywhere,
Gathered again at Ghost Ranch, the grassy oasis
between ancient colored cliffs, we received inspired
words from Douglas Steere and Dorothy Steere, advising
us to cultivate the source within and to follow its
leading whether as individuals or as Meetings in the
process of corporate business.
At the general meeting on Saturday evening many
expressed deep appreciation of the strength and spirit
embodied in the Friends assembled here.
Others challenged
our self—satisfaction and a tendancy to stick to safe
conciliatory ground.
On with the travail and the joy of the Light.
In loving greeting,

Ohurch,k

Intermountain Yearly Meeting
c/c Lountain View Friends Ieeting
2280 South Columbine
Denver, Colorado 80210
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The first Business Session of the Yearly Meeting began
at 3:45 PM
Friday, June 11, with a period of silent worship. After
a welcome
by the Clerk, the Minutes of the Introduction Sessio
n, the Speaker’s
Session, and the Session on Introduction to the Meetin
g for Business
were read and approved.
The Clerk read greetings from three Friends’ organizations
:
American Friends Service Committee, Friends World Comm
ittee for
Consultation, and London Yearly Meeting.
The greetings were passed
on to the Watching Committee. The Clerk read Travel
Minutes for
Eleanor Lippincott from Moorestown, NJ, Monthly Meetin
g, and for
Jos and Angela Brusse from Christchurch Monthly Meetin
g and New
Zealand Yearly Meeting. The Clerk was asked to endors
e the Minutes
on behalf of the Yearly Meeting.
The Yearly Meeting approved the Clerk’s Agenda, whereb
y Continuing
Committee recommendations and other internal business
would be
considered during the first business session, and business
external
to the Yearly Meeting would be introduced in the second
business
session.
Thirty Epistles had been received by the Clerk during the year,
which he proposed not to read. Meetings who had sent Epistle
s
were read.
The Epistles were turned over to the Watching Committee
and copies had been sent to the three regional clerks for
further
distribution among Friends.
1976-1 The Watching Committee The Meeting approved a
Watching
Committee of Dorothy Hale (El Paso), Convenor, Done Buntin
g
(Albuquerque), Bob Hubbard (Mountain View), and Charlotte
Minor
(Flagstaff), Junior Friend.
1976-2 Peporter for Friends’ Publications Gertrude (Gussi
e)
Schooley (Santa Fe) was approved by the Meeting to prepar
e reports
of these sessions at Ghost Ranch for Friends’ publications.
Marie Andrew, Chairman of Continuing Committee, reported
on the
committee’s activities during the past year. A letter of
November
17, 1975, was mailed to meetings in the Yearly Meetin
g with
questions about the organization of Yearly Meeting session
s.
Ten meetings returned thoughtful replies, and started “the
yeast
working in the Yearly Meeting”, as Marie Andrew phrased
it.
Continuing Committee relied heavily on these responses from
meetings
when planning for the 1976 sessions of Intermountain Yearly
Meeting.
Cynthia Moore (Albuquerque), Secretary of Continuing Comm
ittee,
read recommendations arising from Continuing Committee’s
meeting at
Ghost Panch on June 10, 1976.

1976-3 Contribution to Triennial Travel Fund At the
request of
IMYM’s representatives to FWCC, the Meeting approved
the contribution
of the unspent 43300 of their 43400 budget for 1975-76 to
the travel
fund of the FWCC.
This fund will be used by representatives of
other countries for travel to the Triennial this year,
who would be
denied participation because of lack of funds.
The Meeting expressed
its appreciation for the frugality of the three FWCC represe
ntatives
this year.
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1976-4 ISook Sale Profits Books for the IMYM bookstore are eithe
r
consigned or purchased at a 10% 1
discount
This sum has been used to
pay expenses, sometimes leaving a small profit.
The bookseller, fiike
Isbell (Pountain View), recommended that any profit be contributed to
AFSC, Pendle Hill, Quaker Religious Thought, and the other non-profit
sources.
The Meeting approved this.
1.976-5 Howard Brinton Memorial Visit Pacific Yearly Meeting has
asked IMY1’ to participate in selecting and financing speakers for
this memorial.
Pacific Yearly Meeting reports that it has accrued
t4oo to support the memorial and that it might be started in 1977.
The Meeting approved Continuing Committee’s recommendation that
Friendly interest be our only committment at this time.
1976-6 Lawrence Scott (Pima) was approved by the Meeting to continue
as IMYIv’s representative to the Howard Brinton Memorial Visit.
1976-7 Directory of IMYM Friends The Meeting approved the com
pila
tion of a consolidated directory of meetings, the Continuing Comm
ittee,
and the officers and committees of IMYM.
Individual members will not
be included in this directory, and it is noted that directories of
Arizona Half-Yearly and New Mexico Quarterly meetings may be reques
ted
from their clerks.
The IMYM directory should be available at the June
Yearly Meeting with its data updated in April of each year.
1976-8
Permanent Address for IMYM Mountain View Meetinghouse was
approved as the permanent address for IMYM, where a permanent resid
ent
will forward mail to the current clerk.
The new address will go into ,
the January 1977 FWCC Directory as:
Intermountain Yearly Meeting,
c/o Mountain View Friends Meeting, 2280 South Columbine, Denver, CO 80210
1976-9 Bank Account The location of the IMYM bank account
will be
placed at the discretion of each succeeding Treasurer of the Yearly
Meeting.
Approved.
1976-10
IMYM Incorporation It was approved that incorporation of
IMYM will be reconsidered when the holding of real property or matter
s
of liability are more imminent.
1976-11 Visitation Funds
Several Friends have requested IMYM funds
to visit other Friends meetings, including yearly meetings.
The
Meeting approved the recommendation urging individual meetings to
provide support for visitation of their. members among Friends.
1976-12 Friends Bulletin The Yearly Meeting asked Continuing
Committee to explore the costs, responsibilities, and benefits of
joining with Pacific and North Pacific yearly meetings in sponsoring
Friends Bulletin.
Friends are also urged to publicize Friends Bulletin
in their local meetings as a general paper for western Friends.
The Clerk adjourned the Meeting for Business with a moment of
silence, to reconvene at 3:30 FM on Saturday, June 12.
The second Business Session of the Yearly Meeting opened with
worshipful silence at :0 FM, Saturday, June 12, 1976.
The Clerk
read a message written by Margaret Fell in 1656.
The Minutes of the
previous Business Session were read and approved by the fieetin
g.

-4The Registrar’s report was delivered to the Meeting:
356 Friends in
attendance at Ghost Ranch, of which 112 are children and 244 are
adults,
From Colorado General Meeting are 131, from Arizona Half
Yearly Meeting are 58, and from New Mexico Quarterly Meeting are 149.
Eighteen Friends are from other regional meetings.
The Registrar
indicated that we have reached the full capacity of Ghost Ranch.
If the number of attenders at Yearly Meeting continues to increase,
we may have to limit attendance or search for a new meeting place.
1976-13 Scheduljnp of the annual sessions of IfvlYM The Clerk reported
that the specific dates for Yearly Meeting have to be arranged for
with Ghost Ranch about a year and a half in advance. The Meeting
approved the ‘ecommendation that Continuing Committee set the specific
dates of the annual sessions of IMYM for which the Registrar will
negotiate.
The tradition of meeting during the early part of June
will be adhered to as nearly as possible.
The Meeting then considered matters of outreach beyond the Yearly
Meeting, A report was given by Leanore Goodenow who attended the
latest planning committee meeting for the 1977 Conference of Friends
in the Americas in place of Ted Church. Advance notices of the
Conference were passed out to persons present.
It will be held
June 25 through July 1, 1977, in Wichita, Kansas.
1976-14 1977 Conference of Friends in the Americas It was approved
that the current representation to the Planning Committee for the 1977
Conference of Friends in the Americas will be continued
Ted Church
as IMYM’s representative, and Leariore Goodenow as alternate.
-

Josephine Coats, Convenor of IMYM’s four representatives to the
Friends World Committee, read a report of the meetings they attended
this year.
Dorothy Aldrich and Josephine Coats will be IMYM’s
representatives to the Triennial Meeting next month in Ontario, Canada.
1976-15 Friends World Committee for Consultation The Meeting approved
the reappointment of Dorothy Aldrich as the IMYM representative from
Colorado General Meeting to the Friends World Committee for Consulta
tion, Section of the Americas, for a 3-year term.
1976-16 FWCC Budt The Meeting approved a budget of $650 for IMYM’s
representatives to travel to the Triennial meeting and for other
travel during the year.
1976-17 Friends Committee on National Le4slation New Mexico
Quarterly Meeting’s representative to FCNL, Isabel Carroll (Socoro),
gave a report of her visit this year to the FCNL offices in Washington,
D.C.
The Meeting approved the recommendation that IMYM continue its
present arrangement whereby each regional meeting appoints one
representative on behalf of IMYM, and finances their travels and
other expenses.
The current representatives for 1976-77 are: Isabel
Carroll for New Mexico Quarterly Meeting, Loren Austin for Arizona
Half-Yearly Meeting, and Tony Umile for Colorado General Meeting.
1976-18
-

—

-

-

-

Other Friends Org.nizations

Associated Committee of Friends on Indian Affairs
Faith and Life Movement
Friends Committee on Economic Responsibility
Friends Coordinating Committee for Peace
American Friends Service Committee
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invited the participation of IMYM in their activities, representation,
The Meeting approved the
and in some cases, affiliation with them.
that representation with other
adoption of one general principle:
Friends organizations be made as specific interests arise from and
among individuals within the Yearly Meeting.
1976-19 Correspondence and Information Handling At present, the
Clerks of IMYM copy or summarize and distribute correspondence and
materials received to the Clerks (or designated alternates) of the
The Yearly Meeting approved the
regional and associated meetings.
continuation of these communication practices.
The Clerk reported on the AFSC Program on Government Surveillance
IMYM Minute 1975-12 directed that material
and Citizens Rights.
be sent to monthly and local meetings and that the Yearly Meeting
This was done and the materials
supply AFSC with their addresses.
are being received by the monthly meetings and worship groups.
A moment of silence marked the transition of the Meeting from
external to internal business.
1976-20 Ministry, Oversight, or Counsel for IMYM The Clerk reported
that the responsibilities usually undertaken by committees of Minisrty
and Oversight or Ministry and Counsel of yearly meetings have been
Requests from individuals or meetings that would
retained by IMYM.
be referred to such committees are being handled on an ad hoc basis
with existing monthly or regional meetings and/or members of
The Meeting approved Continuing Committee’s
Continuing Committee.
decision to explore the function of a Committee on Ministry and
Oversight, and bring to the Yearly Meeting a suggested practice.
1976-21 New meetings and isolated Friends With the laying down of
its New Meetings Committee, FWCC expects IMYM to provide for the
nurture of isolated Friends and new meetings and worship groups.
The Meeting agreed that IMYM’s responsibility in nurturing, encour
aging, and counseling Friends and seekers in the forming of new
meetings, worship groups, and outreach to isolated Friends be carried
Inquiries on this subject
out by the monthly and regional meetings.
coming to the attention of the Yearly Meeting Clerk will be referred
The regional and yearly meetings will
to the monthly meetings.
provide fr the sharing of experiences and contacts with other
Friends organizations.
Continuing Committee had
Al Hoge, Treasurer, read his report.
reviewed and approved a budget of 3,000.OO for 1976—77.

1 Each Monthly Meeting is asked to
1976-22 Contributions to IMYP
contribute on the basis of 5.0O per year per adult member in its
meeting.
In 1975, there were 570 adult members of IMYI’.
1976—23
IMYM’s fiscal year
calendar year.

The fiscal year of IIvY11 will be the

After a periodh of silent worship, the Business Session adjourned
to reconvene a7t 7:00 t-M, Saturday, June 12, 1976.

The Yearly Meeting came together again at 7:20 PM on Saturday,
June 12, for a review session of discussion groups and other exper—
iences.
The session was held in the context of a Meeting for Worship
and Sharing, with ministry by Friends as the spirit moved them.
The Clerk opened the session with a quotation from Isaac Pennington
(1674),
There followed a sharing of the activities of various
discussion groups, including the group on Issues of Concern to
Contemporary Women, the group on What is Quakerism?, the Zen of
Seeing, How Can I Know God?, and the FWCC group and the FCNL dis
cussion group led by Isabel Carroll, and Bob and Sally Gory of William
Penn House.
Other Friends shared their gratitude for the experience
of Yearly Meeting this year, and several commented on the spirit of
sharing and growing in this Yearly Meeting.
1976-24 A Minute of appreciation arose from the Meeting for Worship
ans Sharing.
Appreciation was expressed to the young parents who
brought their small children to Yearly Meeting,
These parents shared
the responsibility of their children, exchanging roles and babies,
and giving the Meeting a model of cooperation as beginning in the family,
Seldom have the older members of the Meeting enjoyed children more.
The Meeting closed at 9 PM.

(

The third Business Session began at 10:10 Sunday morning with a moment
of silence.
The Minutes of the previous Business Session and the
Worship and Sharing Meeting were read and approved.
Charlotte Minor
(Flagstaff) gave the Junior Yearly Meeting report in which Joy Schaab
was asked to be their advisor.
Officers of Junior Continuing Committee
will be Karin Thron (Boulder), John Illsley (Ft. Collins), Erik Wallen
(Tempe), and Sally Spencer (Pima).
1976-25 The report of the Junior Yearly Meeting was approved and
will be included in the Minutes of Intermountain Yearly Meeting.
Marie Andrew reported on the Continuing Committee meeting of Saturday
afternoon, June 12.
A letter wiii be sent out to all meetings and
worship groups in November to assist in planning the 1977 Yearly
Meeting sessions.
Due to the unwieldy number of ad hoc groups this
year, Continuing Committee will seek a way to plan these in the future.
The requested dates for the 1977 IMYM sessions are June 9—12, with
the extra day on the 8th.
A survey of the calendar shows no way to
avoid scheduling conflicts.
Continuing Committee recommends a speaker,
or a participating Friend with a special message, for the 1977 sessions.
Leanore Goodenow is willing to be the contact person.
The report of
Continuing Committee was approved by the Meeting.
1976-26 The Yearly Meeting expresses its appreciation to the Contin
uing Committee, the Clerks, officers, and committees of the Yearly
Meeting for this 1976 session of the Yearly Meeting.
1976-27
In-termoun-tajn Yearly Meeting expresses its appreciation to
Ghost Eanch and to the staff for their cooperation and service during
its annual session, 1976.
The Watching Committee which was established at the beginning of these
sessions reported through its convenor, Dorothy Hale (El Paso).
The Epistle arising from our sessions was read and approved as read.
In response to the warm and cordial greetings from other distant
meetings (London Yearly Meeting, American Friends Service Committee,
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and Friends World Committee for Consultation), the Watching Committee
suggested a postscript to the Epistle: “Thank you for the loving
greetings sent to our Yearly Meeting.”
This was approved by the
Meeting.
The Epistle will be included with the Minutes.
1976-28 The Epistle will be sent to those Yearly Meetings who mailed
their epistles to IMYM, and it was approved that the Epistle be sent
to other Yearly Meetings in the FWCC Calendar of Meetings as well.
1976—29 The Meeting approved distribution of the 1976 IMYM Minutes
as follows:
2 copies to each worship group, 4 copies to each Monthly
Meeting, one copy to each member of Continuing Committee and each
officer of the Yearly Meeting, unless more are requested by June 28.
Gussie Schooley (Santa Fe), the Meeting’s Reporter, presented her
report.
It was approved that she send copies of the IMYM Minutes to
the Friends publications along with her article.
Eleanor Lippincott, from Moorestown, NJ, Monthly Meeting, clarified
her address (R.D. 1, Box 76, Moorestown, NJ 08057) so that Friends
visiting in the east could contact her.
Today’s Minutes were read and approved by the Meeting.
The Business Session closed with silence at 11 AM, Sunday, June 13.
Respectfully submitted,

Esther T. Cornell
Recording Clerk
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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
FINANCIAL REPORT

January 1

-

December 3i 1975

Balance in Account, January 1, 1975

$

38O.1’

RECEIPTS
Contributions from Meetings
Conference registrations
Individual contributions
Contribution for FWC Triennial Travel
Contributions for Ghost Ranch
Insurance payments
Insurance overpayments
Ranch Fees
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL TO ACCOUNT

9145.00
526.00
129.65
220.00
109 ;.‘ 85
1.44.20
179.75
872.1O

1o,66.5
11,00?. 3

DISBURSEMENTS
Refunds
Ranch fees
Ins U ran c e
insurance overpayment

886.50
10.40
110
ti’.

Ranch Fees
In s ‘t ran c e
Contributions to Ghost Ranch
Conference Exnenses
Coffee r Cake
Bahrsi tters
Other (postage, phore, supplies,

I

c

1007.140
7689.00
129.20
109.85
I,

+O.oG

• )

78.00
295.13

T rave 1 on h ha]. 1’ of I MYM
Committee of Representatives
to FWCC

100.00

P1.annn Committee for 1977
Western Hemisphere Friends
Conf-’enc
IMYM Officers (Aib.—Denver)

147.11
155.148

TOTAL Di S BTIRSEMENTS
BALANCE tN ACCOUNT

December 91,

1975

$1 249.59

Resnectfully submitted,

A/rred M. Hoge,

re2surer

INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
PRELIMINARY FINANCIAL REPORT
January 1

-

June 30,

1976

Balance in account

$1249.59
RECEIPTS

Contributions from meetings and worship groups
Mountain View
150.00
Albuquerque
335.00
Tempe
115.00
Pima
250.00
El Paso Preparative
20.00
Paradise Valley
5.00
Las Cruces
75.00
$950.00
Contributions from individuals

813.20

Registration fees
Insurance
Contributions for Ghost Ranch
Ranch Fees Collected

556.00
213.60
482.50
9417.60

TOTAL RECEIPTS

12432.90(

TOTAL IN ACCOUNT

$13682.49
DISBURSEMENTS

Contributions to Ghost Ranch
Ranch Fees
Refunds
Ghost Ranch Extras
Printing, postage, duplicat1ig, phone,
Ch.11.rlren’s Program
rpravel on behalf of IMYM
Plenning Committee Western
Hemisphere Conf. of Friends
Tr3ennial (Advance for 2)
Donation to FWCC Triennial
Travel Fund

sunplies,

482.D
9133.65
32LS.05
109.00
745.01*
192.00

100.00
500.00
300.00
900.00

Guest Resourc- Leaders
Treve]. expenses and Ranch fees
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
BAlANCE

93. 20
1247
L
9
i.

120:3.02

(

*Thi

s total inclHdes $l29.1 for larre quantity econorry T)rchases
such as: confirmation of reistratiori forms, 10 yrs. supply;
badges, replacement of
trition 4-5 yrs.

/
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THE MEETING FOR 5
BUSI1’S AS A MEETING FORWQRSHIp

Presented to Intermountajn Yearly Meeting,
by
Dorothy Steere

io

June 1976

It has always Seemed to me that when new
members Come
into our Society of Friends we Should help them to
realize
more than we do that meetings for business are an
integral
part of the total life of a monthly meeting.
A business
meeting provides an oPportunity for the Outward
expression
and implementation of our inward Concerns and it is
another
dimension of the fellowhI with one afiother in the search
for truth.
Friends have never felt that life could be
compartmefltalizd
to
in
the Sacred and the secular.
When Howard Brinton ote
and spoke of the Divine_Human Society the two
words were
a
en
s
alway hyph
for they are parts of one whole.
In one
of the older books of discipline it says, “May the
business
s
and interest of daily life be kept in 3
COflSCjOU relationship
with the eternal source of our strength and may we be
brought
to
tn
8 and collectedness of spirit so
in
the 5
quie
essential to
the right discharge of business “ And SO, ideally,
our meetings
r
fo worship and our meetings for business
should be intimately
st
conected
ju
as work and worship Should be in the totality
of our lives.
Business meetings can be deadly duil.
They can be filled
with reports Which might be read at home; they can be
debating
s
rm
fo
at
pl
where sides e sharply drawn or where persons come
to express opinions they don’t mean to change;
they can be so
ed
iz
in
ut
d
ro
an formal that you know in advance what to expect,
with needless details taking up the time which might be
given
to fresh and living Concerns; they can be so
“chatty” and full
of asides that the clerk can never get the
sense of the meeting.
They can be dominated by persons who talk too
easily, carelessly
t’y
en
and frequ
It seems to me that a good meeting for
business should
have more of the spirit of a
than a
Most of our business meetings have a brief

period of worship at the beginning, but what a difference it
would make if worship-centeredness might be carried into the
entire meeting, and in dealing with matters needing serious
consideration we would really listen to one another and wait
to discern the truth of what has been said
keeping ourselves
open to fresh insight both from our fellow-members and from
the Source of Light.
How often, instead of being attentive to
-

another’s thoughts or to inward leadings we spend our time
thinking of what we shall soon be sayings
The cross-fertilization
and inspiration which can come in a business meeting where
people weigh matters together against abackground of worship
can have something of the character of a meeting for worship
in which each message has an authentic quality because it comes
from a deep place and one senses in the meeting a unity, a
gatheredness, a “rightness” that everyone present recognizes.
I have always felt that there is a real difference between
an acceptable consensus in a business meeting and this feeling
of unity of which I have spoken. Consensus can come when a
group finally accepts a judgment with which it isn’t really
comfortable because it is worn out from extended discussion
and despairing of ever reaching real accord.
It can come as
the lowest common denominator.
This kind of reluctant “givingin” consensus is not the uniy we seek in a Friends’ business
meeting.

Douglas and I had this difference brought home to us
one time in Sweden when Friends there were faced with a decision

to carry on a piece of work which in their rational judgment
was too heavy for them.
They were about to decide not to
undertake it and a burdened silence fell upon them.
Out of
this silence a Friend, Emelia Fogelk.lou Norlind, a woman who
was a particularly sensitive channel of the spirit, rose to
express her reluctance to accept the decision, believing that
strength and power would be given to them if they had faith
enough.
It was as if an inner tide came in.
First one and
then another of the formerly reluctant members felt the truth
of what she had said and volunteered to take on the various tasks
which needed to be done.
A joy and confidence flowed into the
group, true unity came into being among them and a willingness

to be used.
Not too long ago I was one of a small group of Friends who
met together in the AFSC Executive Secretary’s office to seek
guidance in a called meeting for worship.
Urgings had come
from various sources to change an appointment decision which
had been made after long consideration and in good faith.
We
were annoyed and frustrated as we began our troubled silence.

But something happened in the course of that silence.
Out of
our longing for wisdom and direction we were all made aware that
we should not make the appointment, and an almost miraculous
peace came upon us which drew us together and sent us from that
meeting knowing we had been rightly guided.
This kind of accord doesn’t always happen in a single meeting.
Sometimes it takes many meetings.
The English Book of Discipline
for 1925 reflects this: “The clerks should be content to wait
upon God with the meeting as long as may be necessary for the
emergence of a decision which clearly commends itself to the
heart and mind of the meeting as the right one.” Where Friends
are sensitive to one another and to wisdom beyond their own
they may be willing to relinquish their lack of accord with
what others feel is ready to be minuted. We need to examine
ourselves to make sure we are not just obstructionists wanting
to get our own way.
But a sensitive clerk will realize that
a minority can be right,

and may ask that the matter be brought

to a later meeting for further consideration.

The process can

be slow and seemingly cumbersome and calls for great patience
and love, but where true unity is sought rather than a forced
or artificial consensus and where members are trusting of one
another and have faith that God works in peoples’ lives and can
guide them as a group, they are willing to accept the process.
“The forbearance and understanding which are produced by a
constant dwelling under the power and control of Christ does
much to prevent jealousies, misunderstandings or any break of
love.”
“This is the cement by which we are joined to the Lord
and to one another,” Barclay says.
There can be great diversity among members of a meeting.
This should be recognized and expressed.
We are not levellers.

But to speak that which is the truth for us and
to listen to
the points of view of others with a willingness to
change and
to wait on the Lord until a larger truth is discerned,
these
are the requisites for a meeting for business that
is not
unconnected with the spirit of a meeting for worship.
John
Woolman in his Journal writes, “Remember then, 0 my soul,
the
quietude of those in whom Christ governs and in all thy
proceedings feel after it.”

IfT1
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FOR THE PERSONAL USE OF INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING MEMBERS
NOT FOR PUBLICATION WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE AUTHOR
TRAVELLING IN
DOUGLAS V. STEERE
I want to speak this morning about some aspects of the busi
ness of travelling in: about the interior call known to each of us
to “come in, come in, come still further in;” about some of the
tested resources for refreshment and kindling; about the following
out of what Ouakers call “concerns” and their costs; and all along
about the companion, the presence on the journey that never leaves
us as we travel in.
I have nothing new to say.
After all , there
are no new gimmicks, no short-cuts, no reduced-fare tickets in
this matter of travelling in.
I am a fellow traveller and I can
only help to remind you here of what you already know.
A Wisconsin Friend wrote me early last summer askinq if some
tapes could not be prepared where some convinced Friends might try
very simply and frankly to tell what drew them into the Society of
Friends and what kept them there.
I am not competent to assess
the value of such electronic communication, but the thought of
encouraging this kind of sharing in the worship-sharing qroups
where probably the most important discoveries of these days
together will be made, has drawn me to begin in this very personal
fashion that she has suggested.
It is obvious to us all that in
describing one’s own life, although we can be sure that we are in
what the Germans call “Artzliche Behandlung,” that is in the hands
of the Divine Physician, yet none of us ever know fully whit is
moving in his life-stream.
There are however some things that
seem enough above the surface to be shared.
I joined the Society of Friends by convincement in 1932 when
I was 31 years old.
I think that my experience was not so differ
ent from that of many, even from the earliest Friends.
For George
Fox did not, after all, create the Society.
He gathered it or
called it together from many persons who already had been found by
od and who had drawn back from other religious bodies because they
did nc;t meet their needs.
I had a sense of God’s calling me in what seemed a special way
in my mid—teens.
I trained for the aqricultural extension service
but had a clear leading a year before I finished that this was not
what I was meant to do, and at considerable risk, I turned to philo
sophy for two years at Harvard before getting a ellowshi p to Oxford,
I found my early religion had largely eroded away.
After a crisis
there, I began to pray and to be close to a band of studenLs whom I
admired and to whom prayer was real
It was through prayer, that
drew me throuqh some fierce points of decision, that I beqan to come
back to the Christian religion.
While continuing to study philo
sophy, I read hungrily in the mystics and felt inwardly the pull of
the inward Christ, of whom Ruysbroeck says, “The love of Jesus is
both avid and generous.
All that he was and all that he had, he
qave, and all that we are and all that we have he takes.”
With this
.

I(

came repeated glimpses of the here and now guidance of the living
God in my life and in my relations with others.
I first met the fluakers at Oxford in England through Henry
Gillett, a Quaker doctor, in 1926, two years after this avid and
generous love had broken into my adult life.
This was followed
two years later in 1928 by an appointment to teach philosophy at
Haverford College as the junior colleague of a great and generous
teacher, Rufus Jones.
In the years that followed, Dorothy joined
me.
I was close to the AFSC and especially with its domestic pro
gram and the work in the coal mining region, and from 1930 to 1932
I had the close and absolutely brotherly friendship and confidence
of Henry T. Hodgkin during the founding days of Pendle Hill.
He
was perhaps the greatest Christian that I have ever known intimately.
John S.C. Harvey once said that Rufus Jones was able to tell Friends
where they wanted their lives to go, and Henry Hodgkin was able to
tell them how to get there!
Henry Hodgkin himself, I discovered,
began each day with an hour of seclusion that included some spiritual
reading following by a season of silence, and concluded by writing
his mind out in a day-book that noone ever saw but into which he
poured his deepest leadings and insights.
The creatureliness of this beautiful man, Henry Hodgkin, his
humor about himself and his activities, his sense of his own fini—
tude, his humility and yet his sense of being under orders, under
guidance, and with a world to be drawn into peace and order and
justice, and an accessible God concerned for the course of history
to be able to have such a friend whose life was on the line for God,
even for only two swift years before cancer swept him away, was a
gift beyond measure.

-

In the winter of 1932, Dorothy and I each read John Woolman’s
Journal, For Me, I think John Woolnan gave me a vision of a countem
porary man on whom God had laid his hand, a person whose life had
travelled in and been slowly but relentlessly swept into the force
of God’s power and used to change a human situation and to change
history.
What I saw in Woolman’s Quaker focus was a man following
the guidance of the Inward Christ and carrying it into even the
minute details of the personal and social life of his own time.
Years before, Henry Gillett had given me a little book of some of
the jewels from the writings of Isaac Penington, and my favorite
passage there, which came from one of Penington’s letters, read,
“There is that near you which will guide you.
0 wait for it and
mind that you keep to it.”
Here was a counsel that merged both
attention and obedience.
And now I had found the journal of a man
for whom this was not an adage but a living practice.
Woolman’s Journal al’so moved me by showing me how, as he
travelled in, he was inwardly taught more and more that the tender
ing love of God and his truth was already at work in even those most
deeply caught up in what he had been led to oppose.
This meant that
he might enter into their situation with an understanding and respect
and humility that far from blunting his witness, made it almost
irresistible.
This opened my eyes to a new dimension in the fiuker
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approach to dealing with people.
Finally, I was struck with the
immense humaness of the Journal
Woolman was married and had a
family as I had.
He earned his living at a secular vocation as I
did.
He ran ahead of his guide and he lagged behind it, just as I
did, and he was brought low and was restored to the light by the
same Quaker exercise of corporate worhsip that Dorothy and I had
been experiencing at the newly reopened Radnor Meeting which we
had been attending since 1930.
At last we knew in a definite way
that the time had come to send in our application to become members
of a group that we had actually belonged to for years but that our
shyness about outside attachments had held us back from formally
acknowledging.
.

I liked Elizabeth Vining telling a little group of students
and staff in our home one night a year or so ago, that when she
became convinced and joined the Society of Friends, she came to
see the deep distinction between being convinced and being converted,
and that the continuous process of conversion had, with God’s help,
been going on in her life ever since.
This is what I mean by
travelling in, and my own experience has confirmed it.
I talked with a middle—aged Teravada Monk in Nepal a few years
ago.
Instead of taking the customary Tibetan Buddhist way, he had
been trained in Thailand and Ceylon (Sri Lanka).
On returning to
his mountain-top country of Nepal, he saw that what his people
seemed most in need of was education, so he had founded a small
school on the edge of Kathmandu which had grown and prospered and
was now almost a well-staffed university in its sweep.
After I had
listened for a while, I asked him what he would do next, now that
this concern of his seemed already so well established.
He looked
at me strangely and said “Why should you, a foreigner, ask me that
question?
In the last months, the drums in my own heart have been
beating more and more loudly and asking me the same thing, and I am
seeking in this very moment clarity on how to move on from this to
the next stage of my journey.”
What is being called for as the next stage of your journey and
mine, however, may not be an outward change, but an inward yielding.
The drums may not be calling us to do different things hut to do
all that we do differently.
We may be being brought to the “Bloom
where you are planted” stage or to the “Stand in your place and fill
it” stage, or being led to a discovery of a whole new level of
humanness, of tenderness, of forgiveness, of gratitude and humility,
and release.
There is a story of a little boy who fell out of bed and who
sleepily confided to his father, who had come to help him into bed
again, “I guess I must have fallen asleep too near where I qot in.”
Travelling in means continuous transformation.
None of us are here
in ghost ranch by accident and the drums that our Nepalese friend
heard are seldom silent for long in us.
The drums, if we attend to
them, may be spelling out the query, “In the travelling in that my
Quaker journey is involved with, what is the next step that is being
asked cf me?”
If you forget all else that is said here this morning,
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I hope you will not forget this personal query.
Friends have chosen
to live in the world and to be battered and tempted as others are
as they make their living there.
But if they are to seek to draw
our world into a more mindful community where the rights and gifts
of all, even including the world of nature, are to be nurtured and
cherished, they have got to say yet to the question, “Canst thou
go nigh unto the world without going over to it?” George Fox in
1656 warned his Quaker comrades, “There is a danger and a tempta
tion to you of drowing your minds into your business and dogging
them with it, so that you can hardly do anything in the service of
God but there will be crying, my business, my business, and your
minds will go into things and not over things
that mind that
is cumbered, it will fret, being out of the power of God.” (Epistles
1656)
This query over cumber has reappeared in almost every revi
sion of our queries over the last three centuries and who is there
of us here today who does not feel its trust?
.

.

.

The Psalms carry a prophecy to a hurtling current of our time
with its passionate approval of action, achievement, success and
its little concealed contempt and suspicion of contemplation,
unlimited compassion, or of apparent failure.
The Psalms have God
say, “I will give them their heart’s desire, but I will send a
leanness into their souls.”
How swiftly this leaness registers
itself in the epiderman nature of our human relationships with our
students, our colleagues, patients, clients, wives, husbands and
children.
And how swiftly a child intuits the difference.
A small
boy described love as “when your father listens to you until you’re
finished without going away.”
Let us turn to several of our contemporaries, both Quakers and
others, for practical counsel on tested ways to live in the world,
to respect its vast areas of disciplined, semi-autonomous competence,
and yet to be responsive to the redemptive power of the inward
guide to seek the priorities according to which that competence is
to be used.
One of England’s most venerated Quakers, Donald Court, who is
a professor of Public Medicine and a practicing physician, wrote an
article not long ago for the British Friend under the captivating
title: Leading a Double Life! In it he says that British Friends
are statistically dying not from lack of projects but from lack of
prayer.
As a physician, he adds, “if the signs of spiritual starva
tion were as crippling as those of physical starvation, we should
long ago have been brought to our knees.
Over the years, many
Friends have told me that they no longer require prayer
That
has not been my experience.
I am not emotionally strong, and even
more the emotional needs of patients, students, colleagues, family,
friends leave me empty and exhausted.
I could not face the next
day without a time in which life is renewed.
In Stephen Spender’s
words, “Here I am forced to my knees, On to my real and own being,
As in the fortress of my final weakness.”
.

.

.

Prayer alone can reopen the road to the spirit blocked repeat
edly by busyness, self-importance, self—indulgence, self—pity,
depression or despair.”
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Jacques Ellul, a brilliant French writer of our generation
writes, “Precisely because our technological society is given over
entirely to action, the person who retires to his room to pray is
the true radical
This action in society, which is also an
action on society, goes very much further than the concrete involve
ment which it does not shirk.” (p. 74: Prayer)
.

.

.

Ernest Tittle was one of the rare ministers of a generation ago
when as a pacifist and a man deeply concerned for social change, week afte
week at his large Evanston, Illinois, church, preached with utter
frankness, his radical Christian message to the men and women and
families, many of whom stood in Chicago’s corridors of power.
Knowing that much speaking makes the spirit dusty, I once asked
him how he kept inwardly fresh in his grueling task.
He told me
frankly how he went down to his church office each morning, locked
the door, put on his recorder a long-play record of one of the
great composers, and being addicted to the use of tobacco, got up
a fair smudge in his pipe, and then sat down in his chair and opened
himself up to the gaze of God in order to have the mask burned away
and to be tendered and renewed in the very core of his being.
“If
I did not have those times,” he went on to say, “With all of the
adulation and personality—cult business of a preacher in a large
Protestant church, I would become a play actor in a month!”
A friend of mine, Glenn Hinson, from Louisville, Kentucky,
who recently published a little book: A Serious Call to a Contempla
tive Life Style, tells there how they have as a family gotten rid of
a second car and how he now walks the three miles to his classes
each morning and what the daily walking has done to collect and
center him.
“My health has improved.
I am less irritable, more
relaxed.
I am thinking more clearly. I have opportunity for whole
some meditation, for despite the traffic, the walk is almost pri
vate.”
I can still see our rugged British Friend, Jack Hoyland,
pacing back and forth in his Woodbrooke garden each morning in
this, his form of peripatetic prayer.
None of this is new to Friends.
We have known it all along.
But it is heartening to hear from contemporaries, whatever their
persuasion, the confirming word that they have an office or a room
or practice of walking in which they return to the root where the
cambian layer in us is restored.
It is, of course, not the place
or the time where this is done, but it is the recovery of the
consciousness that each of us has a “bird in his bosom”, “a guest
within us”, a root or guide, but that to be in living touch with
it, we finite, carnal creatures have to experience stillness,
because you have to stoo to turn round.
Perhaps T.S. Eliot’s
prayer belongs at this point.
“Teach us to care and not to care.
Teach us to be still
At a meeting several years ago of our Ministry and Worship
Committee at Radnor Meeting, I was given an assignment to take my
turn and to set down what the Meeting for Worship meant to me,
and rouah as it is, I will share it here with you (and join Donald
Court) in witnessinq to its help in both coping and survival
“When I ask myself what the silent corporate worship of Friends
means to me, all kinds of bells ring, and metaphoric lights flash.
It is not easy to sort them out.
The meeting collects me from my
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dispersed life.
It thaws out my frozen heart.
It kindles in me
a leve for people here in the Meetinci.
It brings back the departed
ones to join me here.
It brings back people from all over the
world to sit here with me.
It makes me remember the redemptive
community with Christ at its core that never slumbers in its con
tinuous siege of the hearts of the world and that draws on every
cell and particle in the universe as Teilhard de Chardin has helped
me to cirasp.
It calls out my laoqing zeal to be a part of that
redemptive community.
It makes me aware of the excess baqciage in
my personal possessions and demands on life that need to be dealt
with.
It draws me slowly into a condition where adoration is the
only word I can find to describe suitably this swell of gratitude
to be where I am in the presence of the One who cares, and my
abysmal thankfulness, as Paul Claudel says, for the very fact that
God is.
The Meeting for Worship has sent tears down my cheeks.
It
has given me specific things to be done and the strength to under
take them.
It has on a few occasions laid on my heart rimless
concerns whose precise structure and whose outcome I could not forsee and kept them before me until they came to some degree of
clarity.
It has called me into the intercessory chain-gang to pray
for other persons and for situations where the need was urgent.
It
has changed my mind when I did not mean to change it.
It has
firmed me up when I might have •yielded.
It has rested me.
It has
upset my sluggish rest.
It has helped prepare me to live.
It has
fortified me in knowinq that m.y ashes will eventually lie in the
earth only a couple of hundred feet away from where I am sitting
at Radnor and has helped me to feel the presence of the One that
can bear me now and bear me then.
It has scarified me and broken and cut the hull of my life
and shown me how I might live.
It has warned me that I am too
cowardly to live that way but often reminded me for good measure
that it is not what I give that makes me suffer, but what I hold
back.
It has comforted and quieted me when I was torn and hurt
and it has dug up the garden of my soul when I thought the present
produce was probably good enough.
In it I have physically slept
and again I have been terribly awake.
In it my mind has wandered
like a humming bird on holiday and yet in it I have felt moments
of intensity and of concentration and awareness that have shown me
what life could be like.
In this Meeting for Worship I have longed
for it to end, and thought that it never would, and again I have
thought that those closing the meeting must have misread their
watches because it could not possible be time to break it since it
had only just begun.
In the Meeting I have stayed isolated and in my own private
spiritual cubicle the whole period and again I have been gathered
into a sense of being a part of a living vehicle which has been
filled from beyond ourselves.
In its vocal ministry, I have been
bored and strained and acutely critical , and again I have had the
vocal ministry speak directly to my condition as though the person
were speaking alone to me and knew by bottomless need.
I have
felt the chaffy, surface, complacent moralizing of some vocal
ministry and I have felt it start that way and then qo on down
and down until it reached a redemptive level
I have felt ministry
.

—

c

—

that was so finished that almost nothing could be added.
And I
have also known service in the ministry that left an open loop to
which the next spoken word might join itself.
Yes, the Meeting for Worship and its ministry rings too many
dissident bells on the carillon to make any ordered composition
of it possible, so I have had to strike these resonant cylinders
almost at random.
For all of its variety of weather, it is still out of the
gathered silence of either private or corporate worship where,
as Thomas Kelly says, “He plucks the world out of our hearts,
loosening the chains of attachment, and he hurls the world into our
hearts, where He and we together carry it in infinitely tender
love,” there come concerns
specific things to be done.
Adrienne
von Speyer puts it ever so bluntly.
When you put yourself into
God’s hands you never know where He will take you.
But one thing
you can be very sure about and that is that if you do not respond
to the first small things He asks of you, He will not take you
anywhere.
-

Now we are over into the second region of Penington’s word,
“There is that near you which will Guide you.
0 wait for it and
mind that you keep to it.”
In my own life this matter of obedience
to guidance, of following out concerns is a very central part of
what keeps me in the Society of Friends who believe in the guidance
of God and in discernible leadings that touch on the use of our
lives, the use of our money, the use of our time and that continually
warn us of how these leadinqs can be covered up by our over—active
dispersion, by inattention, by our feverish eye on the main chance,
or by our fear that the Guide may take us where we do not want to go.
In my experience most concerns have come not as plants in full
bloom but as seeds.
When they are the small nudges to set some
situation right, to invite someone for a meal, to write a letter,
to make a call , to visit, to send a book, or money, these are things
that are to be carried out at once.
The more swiftly they take
place usually the better, keeping Francois de Sales’ definition of
devotion in mind as “the promptitude, fervour, affection, and
agility which we have in the service of God.”
But when the concern
is one that may affect my own vocation, or my future or my family,
then the seed needs tender nursing to let it unfold and to see what
is really involved.
Not only is the mystery of that seed of concern
to be unravelled, but the one to whom the concern has come may often
enough be quite unready to carry it out until he or she has been
changed and reshaped in ways that may call for great flexibility
and openness.
Even the community that is to encourage and support
the concern may have to go through a painful change before they
are able to unite in it.
The patience, the humility, the purginq,
the costly transformation that nay have to take place not only
before clarity comes about in the form in which the concern is
meant to be realized, but equally in the concerned person before he
or she is a suitable instrument in its realization, is a matter
that cannot be exaggerated.
My own personal experience of the unforseen obstacles both in
the situation and in me that come up in carrying through concerns
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has convinced me that they are part and parcel of the very process
of inward transformation
of travelling in.
Schweitzer says
that when some compassionate venture perhaps of an innovative sort
is proposed, you must not expect people to clear stones from your
path.
Instead they will roll a few more onto it, perhaps to see
if you really meant it!
It is important, then, to expect delay,
to expect that initial opposition to what is to be done, whether
it is in our own consciousness, or in that of the group, to be
present.
I have been delayed, blocked, refused and often humiliated
in nearly every serious concern that I have been drawn to carry
out and often the final working out of the concern has taken a very
different turn than I had ever conceived that it would.
-

In 1960, I was drawn to confer and search in India for a
possible modest fluaker ashram with Gurdial Malik, an Indian Ouaker
of deep spiritual gifts, as a possible warden and guide.
It was
to be a place of (luaker hospitality where, from time to time,
spiritual personalities from other world reliaions could live to
qether for a season and irradiate each other with the rich experiences
of their different traditions.
I failed.
In 1967, seven years later, after a year of preparation in
which we were immeasurably assisted by Roman Catholic men of the
spirit from India and Japan, whom I had had access to throucih the
three sessions of the Vatican Council II in Rome, the FWCC sponsored
in suitable conference centers, two week—long residential colloquia.
One was in India between ecumenically-chosen Christians and Hindus,
and one in Japan between ecumenically—chosen Christians and Zen
Buddhists.
In March, 1976, the Japanese Colloquium qathered for
its tenth successive session.
Gurdial Malik is no longer alive,
and there is still no fluaker ashram in India.
Yet in all of this
unforseen unfolding of concerns, I know of no genuine concern that
has ultimately suffered from the waiting or the reshapinq that comes
in the course of these times of opposition and trial.
I also want to confess that my own experience is that there
dre so many resistances and there is so much reluctance toward
inward calls that will drastically alter what I may regard as my
already well-planned life, that in the matter of testing my own
leadinqs, I am about ready to aqree with Charles de Foucauld who
said, “Dread is the sign of duty.”
I am also compelled to admit
that in the course of our many long journeys, it has often been
the utterly unpredictable thinqs that have turned up and that I
have initially turned to with extreme reluctance that have, in
the end, been the only thinqs that seemed really to matter in what
ever we could make of a tally of the year’s work.
This has brouqht
me hesitantly to come to regard “initial aversion” to a leadino as
almost a plus sign to point me to what I am ultimately meant to
undertake!
You recall the Book of Jonah’s story of God layino on reluctant
Jonah a visit to Nineveh on the grim errand of announcinq to it the
prospect of its imminent doom.
You will remember Jonah’s attempted
flight from God’s unpleasant errand by takinq a boat in the opposite
direction!
The rest of the story is swift and decisive.
There is
the terrible storm at sea; Jonah’s confession to his shipmates of
his guilt in fleeing from his God; Jonah’s beinq pitched overboard,
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swept up into a steerage passage in the belly of a trans-Medi
terranean whale; and finally delivered (I believe the word was
“vomited up”) after three days, on the shore of the extended city
of Nineveh
right back where he should have gone in the first
place, where he now proceeds without further evasion or delay to
carry out what God had originally bid him to do.
—

I find a deep inner kinship with Jonah and his messaqe that
“You can’t run away from God.
You can’t run away far enough.”
also see that wonderful whale as a symbol of silent prayer and
worship that has served me so many times by dissolvinq away my
resistance, turning me around, and setting me down again where I
should have gone in the first place!
Yet it is not unimportant
to note that Jonah after this round—trip circuit is not the same
Jonah as Jonah in flight, and the inward chastening and humbling
and cleansing of such an experience has prepared many a Friend
and made him far more ready to carry out the concern than before
the ordeal took place!
I must make one further addition before continuing.
I want
to say that followinq on these chastening experiences, these
testings, in connection with the carrying out of concerns, I have
known the most amazing and overshelming incidents of obstacles
being dissolved, of unheard of support in the way of persons, of
money, of services o1 moving and beautiful sorts turning up that
give confirmation of the fact that one is not working alone.
I
want also to add that I regard a sense of humor as one of (sods
greatest gifts and one that is almost indispensable in such
ventures of faith.
The wise Ouaker practice of encouraging Friends
to carry out concerns in pairs also seems to me to have been almost
a divine intuition.
But we cannot leave the matter of concerns as an agency of
travelling in without dealing briefly with the danger in our
fiercely achievement-prone society that both we and our service
bodies may fall victims to the results disease, and reject lead
ings when the results are not assured or when they look as though
they were highly doubtful
What then are we to say of what the
world calls failure? How do those who follow the Guide take
failure?
For if we believe, as I do, that there is somethinq
redemptive that is trying to break through, and that to carry
through this act or to refuse it has cosmic consequences, then
already we know in the deepest sense that whether we win or
whether we lose in this particular chapter, the book is not yet
closed, and that in the end we are still on the winninq side and
that not our way alone, but love’s way will some day wear,y out the
obstacles.
.

I like the story in Lawrence’s life of John XXIII, And I Will
Be Called John, where John confesses that for the first week after
he was consecy’atd to the office of the Pope, he could not sleep
at night because of his fear that he would not be able to meet the
needs cf the half a billion souls for whom he was now responsible.
At the close of the week, he finally sank into a troubled sleep in
which God appeared to him in a dream and, calling him by his new
name, said, “Giovanni, what is the matter with you in Eli this no
sleeping business.
Do you think you are working alone?” After
that John said, the sleeping problem disappeared!
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Three years ago Paul and Jean Johnson wrote a letter to
their intimate friends announcing their resignation from their
post as AFSC International Affairs Representatives in the Middle
East.
After five years of these labors including the publica
tion of the widely-read paperback, Search for Peace in the Middle
East, in which they had had such a hand, they saw no peace and
felt their efforts had failed as had the earlier attempts ten years
before in Jordan to find a way to ease injustices to the Palestinian
Arabs there, only to have their house dynamited by a dissident band
of Arabs who wanted no settlement.
Their letter said that after
some 25 years in all, in which they had engaged in this work of
reconciliation and always in support of lost causes, that another
Quaker couple must take their places.
They said, however, that
failure and lost causes or no, if they had it to Jo all over again,
they would choose exactly the same course, believing that another
way than violence and war must be found to settle the differences
between nation states and that whatever they had given will be
used for the world’s eventual redemption!
I once saw on a bulletin-board in the little Ouaker Meeting
House at Adelaide in Australia, a word of Harold Loucks.
It read,
“An act of love that fails is just as much a part of the Divine
life as an act of love that succeeds.
For love is measured by
its fullness, not by its reception.” Tagore in his Fireflies has
a star say, “Let me light my lamp and never debate whether it will
remove the darkness.”
To do what we are led to do by concern and
to leave the harvest with the Master Harvester is the way indicated.
In this gallant company of ours, how we need inwardly seasoned
Friends who are travelling in, who are open to leadings, who can
weather the prospect of apparent failure and come up with Norman
Thonas’s testimony when he said, “I have not spent my life champion
ing lost causes.
I have spent my life championing causes that are
yet to be won.’
And in it all, Friends who are travelling in have
the assurance that they are not travelling alone and that “He will
be wi U us in sun an in shower and His garment is covered with
d u s t.
Arthur Gossip, a hard—bitten pastor in a slum Church in Glasgow,
tells of how at the end of a long day of visiting his parishioners,
he arrived late in the afternoon at a five-story tenement where the
last family on his list for that day lived at the very top.
He was
done in and he said to himself, “It’s too far up, I’ll come tomorrow.”
He was about to turn away when a pair of stooped arey shoulders
seemed to brush past him and start up the stairs with Lhe word,
“Then I’ll have to go alone.”
Arthur Gossip added, “he went tcaether.”
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COMPtflE RANCH FEES BELOW

Corrplete Session with all neals from Thursday dinner through Sunday noon:

Ranch lodging (all linen, bedding and ta.iels furnished)
Adults:____________ at $36.00; Children:_________ at $l8.)0

$

Teepees (canvas cots, no linens; bring sleeping bags or
bedding and tc’els)
Adults:__________ at $30.00; Children:_________ at $15.00

$_________

Extra Day (Wednesday dinner through Thursday lunch):
Ranch lodging:

Adults:__________ at $12.00; Children:

at $6.00

$________

No teepees available for extra day.
Campsite (tent and trailer area) $3.50 per site per day, plus
neals below)
Day

Breakfast
$2.25

Wed.

Lunch
$2.00

Dinner
$3.25

w/linens
$4 .50/night

$

Teepees

$2.50/night

)OOXX)QQQC

Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

)QQOC

Total No.
Total Fees

$

$

Grand Total (enter on front page)

$

$

Discussion Group: Register those naned belc for the non—violent action
Training Group:____

Other Discussion Group preferences:________________________________________________

10. Wnat is Quakerism?
With a Panel to Present Wnat Quakerism Means
to Them, Convenor, Mary Cairu±eU, Flagstaff Meeting.
-

11. How Can I Know God?- Understanding the Bible and Spiritual Life
Pth church.
12.

Yoga Exercises

-

-

Fred Raje, Gallup Meeting.

13. The Zen of Seeing
Alice McGee, Boulder Meeting.
(A participating
experience involving rreditation, silence, drawing.) AlL PARTICIPANTS MUST BRING
SKE[CH PAD AND PENCIL.
-

14. On Iath and Dying
counselor with the dying.

-

Geraldine Foster, AThiuerque Meeting,
Ann Feldman, ?vbuntain View Meeting.

15.

Quakerism and the Arts

16.

Worship as Silence and CarTnunication

17.

Issues of Concern to Contenporary Woman

-

-

Leaders to be announced.
-

Ann Sthaef, Boulder

Meeting.
18. Nature Hike
Gussie Schooley, Santa Fe Meeting, Botanist; Joseph orden,
Geoloqist and Marian Barden, Ornitholoaist, Mountain View Meeting; Bill Cornell,
El Paso, Geologist; Chuck Minor, FlacTstaff, Forester.
-

AD-HOC GROUPS

In planning the Yearly Meeting, the Continuing Committee provided
detailed direction to its subcommittee on Discussion Groups. Requests for
activities, gatherings and special interests not accoitodated elsewhere in the
Yearly Meeting’ s program will be considered by the Ad-Hoc Group subcommittee.
Those matters distinctly a part of Quaker tradition will be given first
priority. Themas strange to this guidance will be referred to the Comnittee
to Assist the Clerk for evaluation and direction. The Ad-Hoc subconTnitee will
schedule a time and place and provide advice on publicity for ad-hoc groups
it approves.
CHIlDREN’ S PROGRAM

eveninq.

AlL CHILDREN & ADULTS; Do plan to take part in our talent show Priday
Brina instruments, oraanize a skit, whatever suits your fancy,

SMALL CHILDREN: Please bring one larqe sturdy toy for your child
to share with the group.

Baby—sitters will be available 8:15-12:00 AM and 3 to 5 P
at other hours AT YOUR EXPENSE!

Also available

The ranch and Friends Children’s Proqrame will be coordinated. Jr, Hiqh
and older young Friends will have some prograimed activities, but
will be chiefly
responsle for their an programs.

OHILDREN’S PRGGRAL II’!IY1”I 1976

PINON

Activities open to all.
It is the wish of your Children’s Program
Committee that activit ies be open to all ages as much as is pos
sible.
So in keeping with this idea we have planned activities
which we hope will appeal to all age levels and/or families.
TODDLERS
Child care will be provided by IMYM each day from 8:15
12 a.m.
and 3:30
5:00 p.m.
We expect to have babysitters available in
the evening (at your expense) for those who desire it.
-

—

PJIILDREN

8:15 a.m.
to
12 noon

3:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

(ages 4 through 12)
Ghost Ranch provides an interesting and varied program
for all children in this age group.
Parents are
responsible for getting children to Pinon by 8:15 and
picking them up again at 12.
Piffon is near the dining
hail.
IMYM special programs will be provided.
be posted on the main bulletin boards.

Places will

Activities we hope to include:
Singing, Colonial Games, Knot
Tying, Maori Sticks, Clay Modeling, Yoga, Painting, Craft
Exchange, Nature Walks, Pottery, Tug of War, Water Basketball,
and Swimming Games.
ALL ACTIVITIES OPEN TO ALL AGE GROUPS.
JUNIOR HIGH GROUP:
Ivi1esofscia1 interest to this group include volleyball,
frisbee, soccer, and badminton. Quentin Wilson especially invites
the Junior high group to work on the Solar Energy project Ofl
Friday and Saturday.
On both Friday night and Saturday night at
7 p.m. in Lower Pavilion for Family Night games, folk dancing, and
talent show, the junior high group is especially enouraged to
attend and participate.
On Saturday night at 9:00 p.m. there will
be a bonfire on the mesa, and all young people are encouraged to
be involved. • JUNIOR HIGH PEOPLE are invited to attend all adult
functions and all Junior Yearly Meeting functions.
HIGH SCHOOL GROUP:
This age group is included in all the activities of the Children’s
Program, as well as all activities of the Junior Yearly Meeting
(Upper Pavilion), and all activities of the adult Yearly Meeting.
SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES WILL BE POSTED ON BULLETIN BOARDS.
NOTE TO PARENTS:
Parents will
responsible for children at all times when the
children are not enrolled in specific programs provided by IMYM.
KITCHEN MESA HIKE:
Saturday 8:45 a..m.
Limited to Junior High and High School age groups and adults.
Kitchen Mesa (big cliffs above dining hail). Long hike, difficult
climb, not recommended to any but hardy souls.
Take canteen.
Wear
long pants, long sleeves, good shoes, socks, hat, name tags.
Parent permission slips must be signed before 8 a.m. Friday
(see
Marian Hoge).
ALL CHILDREN ARE REQUIRED TO
WEAR NAME TAGS AT ALL TIMES WHEN
INVOLVED IN THE IMYM CHILDREN’S PROGRAM.
ALL IMYM CHILDREN’S PROGRAM ACTIVITIES WILL BEGIN AND END AT
PION LODGE, WHICH IS THE HEADQUARTERS FOR THE IMYM CHILDREN”S
PROGRAM 1976.
Pinon is located to the left of the dining hail.
PHOTOGRAPHY PROJECT by Jim Andrew,
afternoons, at Pinon.
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Wednesday, June 9, 1976
2

-

Check—in for those coming a day early

Thursday, June 10
—

5:30

4:30

—

5:40

Ranch tines

Extra Day [No Planned Program]

5 p.m.

2:30

——

Regular Session Begins
Registration, Hea&uarters Building
ntinuing Comnittee eting
etings of Leaders of the Worship—Sharing
Groups and other corrinittee as may be announced
Dinner
reting for Worship at Lcer Pavilion
•
Follc.ed by: Introductions of the etings
and Worship Groups
Sociograms and Group Singing

5:45
7:00

Friday, June 11

7:30
8:30

—

9:45

—

10:15

—

11:30
12:15
1:15
3:00

—

—

—

3305:00

Before breakfast hikes, birdwatching, etc.
Breakfast
Worship-Sharing Gxoups* (Babysitting
available at 8:15.)
Break
Refreshnents at HQ Building (Cynthia
bore)
eting for Worship
Speaker: Douglas V.
Steere, ‘Travel1ing In”
Introduction to the eting for Business
Lunch
Discussion and Ad Hoc Groups
Break
Refreshnents at HQ Building.
(Gussie Sc±ooley)
eting for. Business
Friends Worship
Children and Adults
on
the lawn at the diningroan and in the canpground
Dinner
A shcwing of talents fo11aied by folk dancing
Refreshirents at the La.qer Pavilion
Sanka, Cake and Conversation in the Lounge
(Dorothy Hale)

9:45
10:15

-

11:15

--

12:00
3:00
3:30

-

5-00
—

-

5:45
7:00
9:00
9:30

-

Saturday, June 12
Sane Schedule as Friday’s with the fo11cing exceptions:
9:45
10:15
Break
Refreshnents at HQ Building
(Jane Webster)
10:15
11:15
Discussion and Ad Hoc Groups
3:00
3:30
Break
Pefreshnents at HQ Building (Al loge)
4:45
—)‘Continuing Camiittee (wrap up and assessirent)
7:00
7Pevi
Douglas and Dorothy Steere and
Discussion Group Leaders, kxier Pavilion,
fo11ed by folk dancing in the pavilion.
9:00
Bonfire on the iresa
9:30
Sanka, Cake and Conversation in the Lounge
(Ruth Hatcher)
——

-

——

——

-

--

5

Sunday, June 13
7:30
8:30
9:45
10:45
12:15
*

——

——

—

9:45
10:30
12:00

Breakfast
Worship-Sharing Groups*
Final eting for the Transaction of Business
eting for Worship
Lunch [We are asked to depart proirptly at 1:301.

Cottonwood Lounge is available for neditation at all tines.

1976
SECOND ANNIJAL GATNEFLING of
The INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING of
TNE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRNDS
Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu,

Wednesday,
2:00

-

Thursday,
2:30
3:00
4:30

-

-

-

June 9, 1976 Extra Day (No Planned Program)
5:00 pm
Check-in for those coming a day early
June 10
Regular Session Begins
530
4:30
5:40

5:45
7:00

8:30
Friday,

New Mexico

Registration
Headquarters Building
Continuing Committee
Convocation Hall
Worship/Sharing Leaders
Convocation Hall
Other Committees as announced
DINNER
Meeting for Worship
Lower Pavilion
Followed by: Introductions of the Meetings and
Worship Groups, Associated Meetings, Special
Visitors, Visitors from Friends organizations
and Meetings, Appointed representatives to IMYM
and the staff and committees of the Yearly Meeting.
Sociograms and Group Singing

June 11
Before Breakfast hike

6:30

Bill Cornell,
ge ologist
7:30
8:30

9:45
10:15

-

-

-

10:15

BREAKFAST
Worship/Sharing Groups
Baby sitting starts
at 8:15
Break
Refreshments

11:15

TRAVELLING IN

9:45

-

See bulletin boards for
sbar1ng paces

As assigned on arrival
Location will be announced
Headquarters Building
With Cynthia Moore
Convocation Hall

Douglas V. Steere
11:30

12:15
1:15
3:00
3:30

5:00

5:45
7:00
9:00

-

-

-

—

12:00

3:00
3:30
5:00

Introduction to the
Convocation Hall
Meeting for Business
The meeting for business as a meeting for worship
The Clerk’s Agenda
LUNCH
Discussion Groups and
See bulletin boards for
locations
Ad-Hoc Groups
Mid-afternoon Refreshments
Headquarters Building
With Gussie Schooley
Meeting for Business
Convocation Hall
Within the Yearly Meeting
Minutes directed to IMYM
The Meeting’s Agenda
Continuing Committee reports on
Disposition of business on behalf of IMYM
Recommendations for IMYM consideration
Lawn at the Dining Hall and
Friends Worship
in the Campground
Children and adults
DINNER
Lower Pavilion
A showing of Talents
Folk Dancing
Refreshments
Lower Pavilion
Sanka, Cake and Talk
Lounge
With Dorothy Hale

PROMPTNESS
Each session of the Yearly Meeting will be introduced and opened with
worship.
Latecomers are asked to enter at appropriate times retaining the
spirit of the meeting as fully as possible.
A similar consideration for
promptness would be appreciated for the Worship/Sharing groups, Discussion
groups, children’s programs and the evening programs.
A WARNING ABOUT OVERINDULGENCE
As when approaching a smorgasbord table, one must survey the table and
determine which are the most suitable for this meal.
So, too, with the
program for Intermountain Yearly Meeting, one must be cautious.
Time for
walking and exploring, just sitting or napping has been left to each
participant to plan.
Each person is free to attend as much or as little
of the programmed activities as one likes.

Saturday,

June 12

6:30
7:30
8:30
9 : 45
10:15
12:15
1:15
3:30

4:45

-

—

-

—

-

-

9:45
10:15
12:00
3:00
4:30

5:45

5:00

5 :45

7:00

7 : 00
9:00

9:30
Sunday,

Hike: Joe & Marion
Borden, geologist &
hirdwatcher
BREAKFAST
Worship/sharing Groups
Break
Refreshments
-

As announced on bulletin
boards.
Locations as on Friday
Headquarters Building
With Jane Webster
See bulletin boards for
locations.

Discussion Groups and
Ad—Hoc Groups
LUNCH
Discussion Groups and
See bulletin boards for
Ad—Hoc Groups
locations.
Meeting for Business
Convocation Hall
Outreach of the Yearly Meeting
Registrar’ s Report
Friends World Committee for Consultation
Friends Committee on National Legislation
Treasurer’s Financial Plan
Continuing Committee
Convocation Hall
Friends Worship
Lawn at the Dining Hall and
Children and adults
in the Campground
DINNER
Review Session: sharing
Convocation Hall
with Discussion Group
leaders and the speaker
Games, Talents and Dancing
Lower Pavilion
Bonfire—on—the-Mesa
Near Upper Pavilion
for the Young People
(Participation by young
adults is encouraged.)
Sanka, Cake and Talk
Lounge
With Ruth Hatcher

June 13

7:30
8:30

9 : 45

10:45
12:15
1:30

-

—

—

9:45
10:30

12:00

BREAKFAST
Worship/Sharing Groups
Locations as on Saturday
Concluding Meeting for
Convocation Hall
Business
Junior Continuing Committee
Continuing Committee
Watching Committee
Concluding Minute
Meeting for Worship
Convocation Hall
LUNCH
Departure
Vamos con Dios
-

NOTES ON IVETING PLACES
Meditation at any time in Cottonwood Lounge.
Children’s Programs headquarters is in Lower Pavilion during the day.
Games and things for playing with will be checked in and out.
There maybe a “hang-out” place for young people here.
Family Programs with showing of talents, singing and dancing will take
place in Lower Pavilion in the evenings.
Arts and Crafts projects will be found in Upper Pavilion.
Worship/Sharing will be in 18 to 21 groups whose locations will be
marked by numbered cards and described on the bulletin boards.
You
will be given a corresponding number at registration.
Discussion Groups will use the Worship/Sharing locations and be
identified on the bulletin boards.
Ad-Hoc Groups will be assigned locations as identified on the bulletin
boards.
FRIENDS ORGANIZATIONS
Friends organizations not otherwise given time for reporting during
our gathering may consult the Committee on Ad-Hoc Groups for arrangements,
facilities and schedule.
SOCIABILITY
All Friends are urged to be concerned for those who will be coming to
Yearly Meeting perhaps for the first time and who look forward to becoming
acquainted with other Friends.
Everyone is encouraged to extend a welcome
to others during meals and times of fellowship.
From the JOIJRNAL of George Fox:
“Now I was come up in spirit, through the flaming sword, into the
paradise of God.
All things were new, and all the creation gave
another smell unto me, beyond what words can utter.”
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Religious Society of Friends

Marie Andrew
.

kYItJJJLLi),

Februar’i

198 Navajo Dr.
Los Alamos, NM 87544
(505) 662-7530

Continuing Coittee of Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Chairman
-

Box 170
Rt. I
McNeal, AZ 85617
-

Jane Webster

Arizona Halt—Yearly Ieeing
Pima Monthly Meeting

736 N. Euclid
Tucson, AZ 85719

303 N. Lindsay R56
Mesa, AZ 85203

525 H. Alameda Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282

3008 N. 16th Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85015

751 W. Detroit
Chandler, AZ 85224

1127 E. Belmont
Phoenix, AZ 65020

Viola Scott

La Donna Wallen

George Oliphant
Wendell Oliphant

Olive GoodykoontZ

Phoenix Monthly Meeting Mary Lou Coppock
alternate:

Tempe Monthly Meeting
Ralph Raymond

.

1108 Dartmouth
Albuquerque, NM 87106

1509 Lakeside Ave.
Fort Collins, CO 80521

1510 S. Elizabeth
Denver, CO 80210

1165 Madison St.
Denver, CO 80210

Boulder, CO 80302

45 Bellevue Drive

1813 Pine St.
Boulder, CO 80302

Flagstaff Monthly Meeting
Charles & Mary Minor Box 966
‘.lagstaff, AZ 86001
•

Paradise Valley Monthly Meeting
Leonard Storm
Colorado General Meeting
Boulder Monthly Meeting Alice McGee
Robin Powelson
Mountain View Monthly Meeting
Ann Feldman
Mollie Graves
Fort Collins Worship Group
Jeanne Nash
New Mexico uarterly Meetg
Albuquerque Monthly Meeting
Sherry Gross
Cynthia Moore

2136 Dunclub Road
Albuquerque, NM 37105

a Fe Monthly Meeting
t
Sa

-

or-

Gertrude Schooley
Mary Day
100 El Rancho Road
Snta Fe, MM 37501

Joanne Ford

l Paso Preparative Meeting
Dorothy Hale
Socorro Worship GrouD

Durango Worship Group

Mary Raje

Susan Dahi

High Plains Worship Grouo
Pike & Robyn Turner

Gallup Worship Group

-

Box 5
Montezuma,

MM 87731

John Shefelbirie
108 Calls Golondrina
Santa Fe, MM 87501

900 Galloway Dr.
El Paso, Texas 79902

1201 Olive Lane
Socorro, NM 87801

P. 0. Box 7529
Amarillo, Texas 79109
1203 12th P1.
Durango, CO 81301

1715 Helena Dr.
Gallup, NM 87301

193 Mava,]o Lirive
Los Alaros, MM 87544

1601 Sequoia St.
Las Cruces, MM 86001
Marie Andrew

Mu o754

Box 394

-Clerk

-Clerk

2280 South Columbine

525 6. Alameda Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85282

Inscio Mariscal 132,
Mexico 1 D.F., Mexico

laos,

Ruth L. Hatcher

Las Cruces Worship GroupEdh
Hussey

.

Los Alamos orship Group

Taos Worship Group

.•

Box 1190
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322

Associated Meetings of che Yearly ieeting
Logan Monthly Meeting

Larry Hastings
-Clerk

uarterly Meeting

Glen Hay

La Donna Uallor

—

Mexico City Monthly Meeting
Suzanne Sein
-Clerk
Regional Meetings of the Monthly Meetins
Arizona Half—Yearly MeetIng

Mexico

Colorado General Meeting

Mew

.

00 60521

1423 Bryn Ea Dr., MM
Albuquerque, NM 671 oS

Fort Collins,

209 Milen St.

Tucson, AZ 35716

2311 H. Geneva

eNresentatives Iron Junior Continuing Committee
Wafly Spencer

John Illsley
Eva Eer-sh

iou

Souiet

of Prionds

iNTER-MOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Ri1

Officers and Committees of the Yearly Meeting
(iosinated by dew Mexico Quarterly Meeting)
Ted Church

Clerk

February 1976

Terrie Cornell

Leanore 000denow

440 Francisco Ave.
El Paso, Texas 79912
(915) 584—7259

2136 South Josephine Ctree
Denver, CO 80210
(303) 722—4125

4
Arco,
NW
Albucjuerque, NM 87120
(505) 898—5306

Al Hoge

Immediate Past Clerk

Treasurer

Dorothy Aldrich

Recording Clerk

Immediate Past Treas.

William C. Schaab
600 Encino Fl., NH
Albuquerque, iC. 87102
(505) 242—2410

1021 Georgia Street
Albuquerque, NM 87108
(505) 255-9011
6998 !d 48th Street
Wheat Ridc, CO 80033
(303) 422-5343

Registrar

Coordinator of the
Marian loge
Children’s Programs

Charles Minor
Mary Raje
Pat Anderson

Arizona Half-Yearly M€’etir
New Mexico Quarterly :ee.g
Colorado General Meeting

1021 Georgia St., SF
Albuquerque, NW 87108
(505) 255-9011
198 Navajo Drive
Los Alamoc, NQ 8754F
(505) 662-7530

Mary Raje

Chairman of the
Marie Andrew
Continuing Committee
Subcommittee on
Worship-Sharing
(1975)
Actg. Convenor
for 1976

-

Box 170
Rt. I
McNeal, AZ 85617
(602) 642-3729

Boulder MM
Mtn. View MM

1715 Helena Dr.
Gallup, NIl 87301
(505) 863—6725

Subcommittee on
Alice McGee
Diocussion
Leanore Gooderiow
(1975)
SadieWalton
(Nominated by the Continuing Committee)
Historian-Recorder
Jane Webster

Directory of IMYM

Leanore Goodenow

4
Arco,
NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120
(505) 898-5306

Planning
Committee
for
the
1977 Western Hemisphere Friends Conference
Ted Church
Alternates

—

Representative to
Pacific
Yearly
Meeting
on
Brinton Visit
the
Iwerence Scott
Box95
McNeal, AZ 85617
(602) 642—3729
Bookseller
Mike Isboll
847 Ogden Ct.
Denver, CO 80218
Boa. (903) j88—(,111 ext. 31
Advisory Committee durina the gathering at Ghost Yaneh
(1970)
Ted Church (Albuquerque)
‘rancis McAllister (Flagstaff)
Anne ‘iIhte (Bouldr’r)
Wend’il Olipii;i,it. (Ihoeiiix
Ii.
cult:.)

6998 H. 48th
Wheat Fidge, 00 80033
(303) 422-5333

1538 H. Greenlee St.
Tucson, AZ 8.5705
(602) 887—3050

P. 0. Box 98
Gila, NM 80038
(505) 535-4137

Committee on (and Representatives to) Friends World
Committee for
Conoultatiori, Section of the Americas
Hew Mexico Quarterly Weoting (75—77)
Convenor
Josephine Coats

Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting (75-78)
Arlino Hobson

(75-76)

Colorado General Meeting (75—76)
Dorothy Aldrich
At-Large

104—A yccutcheon, s,:
Socorro, CM 87801
(505) 835-1274

Salina Pt.
Gold Hill, 00 80302
(303) a37-2972

803 Fins Rae
Tempe, AZ 55231
(602) 966—9398

Ray Farmer
Box 1096
Bisbee, AZ 85603
(602) 432-3140
Representatives to the F1JD0 13th Triennial
MeetinQ, August 1976:
Josephine Coats
Arline Hobson
Alternate:
Dorothy Aldrich
(Appointed on behalf of the Yearly Meeting
by
the Regional Meetir.as)
Representatives to the General Committee of
Friends Committee on
National Legislatien

Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting
Loren Austin

Colorado General Meeting
Eleanor Hull

New Mexico Quarterly Meeting
Isabel P. Carroll
(Appointed by Junior Friends)

Convenor of Junior Continuing Comsitteo
Charlotte Minor
Box 966
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
(602) 774—3976
Advisor to the Junior Continuing Committee
Tapio Talvitie
210 0.8. Road
Los Memos, 101 87544
(505) 662-4406

€ETINCS

11 am
402 S. Beaver St.
Flagstaff, Arizona
1:15 pm 3rd Sunday

February 1976

(602) 967—6040
Mary C. Campbell
310 E. Cherry Ave.
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
(602) 77414298

10 am
MN
739 5. 5th Street
Tucson, Arizona

11 am
RH
1702 E. Glendale Ave.
Phoenix, Arizona
1:30 pm 1st Sunday

Norma Price
336 Concorda Drive
Tempe. AZ 65282
(602) 967-0562

Helen Hintz
8 H. 1azeo Peuondo
Tucson AZ 85705
(602) 623—8581

Mary Lou Coppock
1127 5. Belmont
Phoenix, AZ 85705
(602) 944—4020

Acting Clerk:
Trudy Storm
3451 Middlebury Ave.
Las Vegas, MV 69121
(702) 458-5817 home
(702) 739-3e65 work

9:30 am
Danforth Chapel
ASU Campus
3rd Sunday
Box 95
McNeal, AZ 85617
(602) 642—3729

-

Al loge
1021 Georgia St., SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(808) 255-9011

Steve Smilak
Box 702
Basalt, CO 81621
(303) 927-3897

Bob Hubbard
Box 275
Morrison, CO 60365
(303) 697—4105
,Teanne Nash
CorresPondent
1509 Lakeside Ave.
tort Collins, CO 30521
(303) 464-5537

Bobert Pasmore
1255
19th St. , ‘/3
Boulder, C080302
(303) 44-3164

Glen Hay
2280 South Columbine
Denver, CO 80210
(303) 722—4125

11:00 am 1st & 3rd
Sundays
Route 666, 1 miles
south of IleNeal

3451 Middlebury Ave.
Las Vegas, Nevada
1st Sunday

Clerk or Convenor
La Donna Mallen
525 C. Alanoda Drive
Tempe, AZ 852N2

N1AIN YEARLY MEETING

Religious Sciciey of Iricuds

IN1PK-MUU

and hORSEIP GROUPS

M

MM

NEETING
Meeting Time and Place
Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting

Flagstaff

U1

Paradise Valley

MM

MM

Phoenix

Puma

Tempe

Friends Southwest Center
(md.)

Colorado General Meeting

Bouldr Meeting of Friends MM
lOam
MM
1825 Upland St.
Boulder’, Colorado
11 am 2nd Sunday
Mountain View Friends MM
10am
RH
2280 So. Columbine
Denver, Colorado
7:30 pm 1st Monday
Fort Collins ‘1G
7:30 pin 1st 1
(Boulder MM)
3rd Sundays
Norman & Ndnah Illsley
209 Allen St.
Fort Collins, Colorado
Wingo Junction uaker Meeting (HG)
(Mountain View MM)
10 am

MM

New Mexico Quarterly Meeting

Albuquerque

10130 am
MN
815 Girard Blvd.,’ NE
Albuquerque, New Piexico
12:90 cm 1st Sunday

MEETING

Rectin” Time and Place

Clerk or Convener

Michael Blue
303 N. Schuster
‘18
El Paso, Texas 79902
(915) 533—0166

-

Clerk
630 Canyon Road
Santa j’e, MM 87501
(505) 903-9430

Santa Fe MM
11:00 am
RH
Olivc flush Studio
630 Canyon Road
Santa Me, New Mexico
1:00 pm 1st Sunday
El Paso Preparative Meeting
(Albuquerque 1i31)
9:00 am
homes
El Paso, Texas
After ;ltg. fur Sorship
3rd Sunday

Susan Dahi
Correspondent
1203
12th Place
Duranwo, CO 31301
(303) 247355O

-

Durango Friends Fellowship (63)
11:03 am
(Albuquerque MM)
1824 Forest Ave.
Guran:o, Colorado
11:00 am 3rd Sunday
Gallup Friends HG
(Albuquerque MM)

-

Mary Raje
Nec. Sectry.
1715 Helena Dr.
Gallup, NM ‘7301
(505) 663-6725

-

9:00 am
Canterbury Center
Near i13U Campus
10:00 mm (as needed)

10:00 am
1715 Melena Dr.
Gallup, New Mexico
11:00 am 4th Sunday

Las Cruces MG
(Albuquerque NM)

11:00 am
198 Navajo Drive
Los Alamos, New Mexico

High Plains HG
(Albuquerque :r1)

Robyn & Miko Turner
Oonvnrs.
P. 0. Pox 7529
Asarillo, Vexas 99100

Los Alamos “JO
(Santa Fe iNN)

jim A Marie Andrew
Convr,rs.
198 Navajo Pr.
Los llamas, aM 87534
(505) 662-7530

(5o)

—

-

-

—

-

Dcnvr.r.

Loith :i:scey
Convenor
1301 Sequoia St.
Las Crucos, aS 66001
523-537

Socorro HG
(Albuquerque MM)

Joanne Ford
Convener
1201 Olive Lane
Socorro, MM 87801
(505) 835—1139

-

Taos HG
10 am
Ruth Larson Matcher
White Horse Studio
P. 0. Hex 393
201 Armory Place
Taos, MM 67571
Taos, New Mexico
(505) 758-2706
(505) 758-3092
Meetings Associated with Intermountain Yearly MeetiG
Logan Friends NM
10;30 am
Larry Hastings
(College Park tly. ) CCF House
Box 1190
USU
(Pac. Yrly. Mtg.)
Logan, Utah 83322
let Thurs.
(801) 753-1500

Donvar.

Ogden MG
(Lo ga a MM)

Charles Rostkowoki
3248 Porter Ave.
Ogden, Utah 3L30
3
(801) 392-6952

—

Salt Lake City MG
(Logan MN)

Mildred NcAlister
Convar.
1283 4th Ave.
Salt Lake City, Utah 33103
(801)

Mexico City 118
11 am
Suzanne Seine
RH
(Pac. Yrly. Mtg)
Casa de loin Amigos
Monte Blanco 1135
Ignaclo Rariscal 132
Lornas Dc Chapultepec
Mexico 1, U.?., Mexico
Mexico 10, 2.? .,Rexico
Notes:
MM stands for Monthly :.:oetin- HG stonds for horship Group, :.:H is short
for NectinC House.
The firat tine ahown is that of rneetinw for worship,
the second time, at end of rne:ting house address, is that of the neetir.;
for the transaction of business.
Macre no tine or place for oeeting is
shown, the per,on named in tha right column should be contacted.
Corrections and changes should be sent to Ted Church at 4 Arco, NW;
Albuquerque, NM 57120

YOUTH GROUP REPORT
The 1976 Junior Yearly Meeting group met Saturday morning for the
purpose of selecting a new clerk, Continuing Committee members and a new
advisor.
Joy Schaab of Albuquerque Meeting was selected as our new advisor,
with Karin Thron of Boulder as the new clerk.
Continuing Committee
representatives are Erik Wallen of Tempe Meeting, Sally Spencer of Pima
Meeting and John Tllsley of Port Collins Worship Group.
The young people decided at the February Continuing Committee meeting
to have a loose schedule for the 1976 I1VIYM so the conflicts of interest
which occured last year would not be repeated.
Also at the February meeting
it was agreed that Betty Cole of the Peace Education Staff at the Pasadena
AFSC office be contacted about presenting a session on Non-Violent Action
Training.
This session would be primarily for the young people, but all
others would be welcomed.
After Betty’s presentation the consensus of the attenders was very
favorable, and many urged she be asked to come back next year.
The group discussed this possibility and decided it should be considered
at next year’s Continuing Committee meeting.
But, we would like to ask that
there be a special discussion group such as this, especially for the young
people next year.
Finally, we would like to extend our thanks to Tapio Talvitie for
being our advisor this year.
And, we extend our hopes that next year’s
Intermountain Yearly Meeting will be as fulfilling and successful as this
year’ s.
Charlotte Minor
Clerk
P. 0. Box 966
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Karin Thron
430 Christman Tree Drive
Boulder, CO 80302
Joy Schaab
600 Encino P1., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87102

Erik Wallen
525 E. Alameda Drive
Tempe, AZ 85282

John Illsley
209 Allen Street
Fort Collins, CO 80521
Sally Spencer
2811 E. Geneva
Tucson, AZ 85716

INTER-MOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

Ghost Ranch
Abiquiu, New Mexico
1 June 1976
To Friends Everywhere,
Gathered again at Ghost Ranch, the grassy oasis
between ancient colored cliffs, we received inspired
words from Douglas Steere and Dorothy Steere, advising
us to cultivate the source within and to follow its
leading whether as individuals or as Meetings in the
process of corporate business.

At the general meeting on Saturday evening many
expressed deep appreciation of the strength and spirit
Others challenged
embodied in the Friends assembled here.
our self-satisfaction and a tendancy to stick to safe
conciliatory ground.
On with the travail and the joy of the Light.
In loving greeting,

Oh:rch,k

Interrnountain Yearly r4eeting
c/o Mountain View Friends Meeting
2280 South Columbine
Denver, Colorado 80210

LAS

CRUCES

Report to the

“

W0RSH:[p

Intermountain Tearly Meeting
1975

—

/

(;FmJF
‘

1976

Suggested outline

A.— Growth and changes in membership.
Presently

13
of the Society of Friends
about 7 attender, most of them very regular and active.

After July two more members will join by transfer.
B.— rnctioning of the Group
Meeting for Worship
Meeting for business

every Sunday at 10:00 a.m.

Advices and çueris

third

Officers

Convenor

first Sunday of month after Meeting for Worshi
“

—

Clerk

Recorder
Ireasure r

Perman Corrnnitees

a) Ministry and Oversight
‘D)

Peace and Social Concerns
AFSC

—

Autonomous committee

C.— Internal life of the Group
a) To keep trying to deepen apiritual exoerience as our main
reason for being and meeting for worship, both individually and
as a group.
b) To stress and practice collective resposibility and participations
c) To continue thinking actively and realistically on the status of
our Group in relation to Monthly, uarterly and Yearly Meetings.
This outline has been submited to and approved by the Monthly Bisiness Mee
ting held on June 6, 1976.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Respectfully submited by
Domingo Ricart
Convenor.
Copies to the Recorder and Convenor

I

June 30,

1/’

1976

To:

IMYM, do the Clerk, Ted Church

Regarding:

Committee on Ministry and Oversight/Evaluation of
Needs and methods of functioning for a Committee

Dear Friends:
During the 1976 gathering of IMYM some delicate intra-meeting
situations came to my attention.
Some Friends are troubled about
their respective meetings or the personal growth of members.
Uneasy conditions may be resolved by oversight from within the
monthly meeting, or by tender counselling from other monthly meet
ings or the regional committee of N & 0.
Not in all cases, however,
are the nearest Friends qualified to assist in all of the troubles
which may come to a N.M.
Also at times a worship group or preparative meeting may be better
served by the counsel and guidance from Meetings less close than
the geographically or structurally nearest.
For Yearly Meeting itself a Committee of Ministry and Oversight as
a long term “Watching Committee” may be desirable.
I share the reluctance of many to be burdened by committees.
But
without some group focussed on the spiritual claims of meeting ac
tivity we can have a heavier burden, that of perfunctory or arbi
trary judgments.
The risk of acting without sufficient caring grows
with the numbers of people!
Please consider this request before too many people are hurt.
The
good order of Friends commends that positive ways be sought to re
late to one another in our worship and business.
I believe a Committee
of Ministry and Oversight is the best place to center.
Yours in loving concern,

Frances B. McAllister
/L1

FBMcA:rc

r
2
/-

I

I

?

LAS

CRUCES

FRIENDS

WORSHIP

GROUP

Report on the subject of a Committee on Ministry and
Oversight.
i.wo intimately related questions are brought to the et.tention of all
Meetings in the lwtter of ...ed hurch, lerk of the MYM of uly 8.
une on the meaning, at all levels of the uaker organization , of the
words ministry, oversight and counsel which need to be explored and clan—
fi e d.
letter of .rances cA1lister, from Flagstaff monthly eeting Ofl ‘
“ ieeds and Methods of functioning for a
Yearly i’ieeting ) Committee on
Ministry and Oversight
should be considered a parale). not a substitute
concern.
..be other question refers to the statement or book of aith and .Lrac—
tice for the ThiM, whether to adopt or actapt one of the existing or elabo
rate one from within.
2n relation to the first question we can state that Las Cruces ..orsnip
Group has been actively interested, since last April, in creating its own
Committee on i’Iinistry and vershigbt. At first it was considered %isable
that the whole group should consider itself an ad hoc Committee, but our
lass monthly business .eeting it was telt that the time had come to form
a special
even small
.ommitte that would meet regularly and report to
—

—

the roup at the regular business meeting.
No special suggestion was given in relaion to Erances McAiiister
Concern at the present time.
-n relation to the second question,Dale erry, the coordinaor ot the
ommittee on Ministry and oversight , has agreed to study the three “ .taith
and .ractie
“ books we have,
from London, hi1ade1phia and iowa Yearly
?leetings and to present in a future date his impression and suggestions as
a basis for the Group ‘s consideration and ctiscussion.

INTER-MOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
I

Religious Society of Friends

-

irco,

/ (,

NW
4
Albuquerque, i’i 87120
13 September 1976
arie Andrew, Cha1r.an—onticui .ornnittee
& oversight Study Committee
Joephirie Costs.Lear friends,
closedi a copy of statement received from Zas Cruces
dorhip roup on the
statement is in rez once t terial forwardea to the clerks
etin4n recent monhs.
of the regiori tin. of the Yearly
I believe thio statement fits in with the project being
unaertalcen . the onti iuin committee on the ubject and am
happy to be able to give it to both of you.
o as to; rovide for continuity in communieationa ;aon
‘is of this rmterial to both clerk of
Friez*s. I a givijg
and clerk of ew .oxico uarterly
L1Louuorque Iionthly L z
.eeti -inoe Las Cruceorship oipcobeS undr’theiroveraiht.
I
/
Sincerelr,
/

I

j
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-

-

Clerk

/

<

—

/

cc* Al oc — Clerk, Albuquerque
Clerk, New exico
John wfc1bin
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LAS

CRUCES

FRIENDS

WORSHIP

GROUP

Report on the subject of a Committee on Ministry and
Oversight.
£wo intimately related questions are brought to the ettention of all
Meetings in the lwtter of .ed hurch, lerk of the LMYM of uly 8.
une on the meaning, at all levels of the uaker organization

,

of the

words ministry, oversight and counsel which need to be explored and clari
fied.
letter of .rances iracAllister, from Flagstaff aionthly eeting on
ieeds and Methods of functioning for a

Yearly rieeting

,

“

Committee on

should be considered a paralei. not a substitute

Ministry and Uversight
concern.

.he other question refers to the statement or book of :aith and xrac—
tice for the ThiM, whether to adopt or adapt one of the existing or elabo
rate one from within.
jn relation to the first question we can state that Las Cruces .crsnip
Group has been actively interested, since last April, in creating its own

Committee on A’linistry and ivershight. 4.t first it was considered isable
that the whole group should consider itself an ad hoc Committee, but our
lass monthly business eeting it was telt that the time had come to form
4.ommitte tflau would meet regularly and report to
even small
a special
—

—

the üroup at the regular business meeting.
No special suggestion was given in relation to Erances McAllister

Concern a the present time.
.-n relation to the second question,Dale erry, the coordinaor ot the
.iaith
uommittee on Ministry and ‘versight , has agreed ,o study the three
books we have, from London, philadelphia and iowa Yearly
1eetings and to present in a future date his impression and suggestions as
a basis for the Group ‘s consideration and discussion.
and £ract1e

INTER-MOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends
November 20, 1976
Dear Friends:
It has been a real joy to participate in the teamwork of
planning for Inter-Mountain Yearly Meeting and to experience God
speaking to us and through us.
Last year, the responses to the q.iestions sent out in
November and discussed at the local levels were extremely helpful
when the Continuing Committee met in February to formulate plans
for the 1976 IMYM. For this reason, we would appreciate having
the following topics and queries discussed in your Meetings and
Worship Groups and returned to me prior to the February 19-20
Continuing Committee Meeting:
1. Should a visiting Friend from outside the Inter-Mountain
Yearly Meeting be invited to help provide a spiritual
focus?
Do we want someone present to speak at an
appointed time or a presence of meone available to
share in relation to a topic that ties Friends together?
2. Based on Mary Raje’s helpful preparation and follow-up
last year, the following queries evolved concerning
the Worship-Sharing groups:
Did Worship-Sharing groups enjoy the use of opening
statements to help focus thoughts? If so, Continuing
Committee would appreciate your concerns or ideas
for next year. Are Worship Groups and Monthly
Meetings able this year to generate leadership
from within your own Meeting?
CC would appreciate
if you would take this under consideration, and,
if possible, nurture potential leaders and provide
their names prior to the February meeting so that
the following months can be used in preparation.
Too often, people who choose from without are unaware
of those o minister valuably but rt vocally in
the larger groups.
3. Continuing Committee would like to consider the format
of the Discussion Groups. Should we continue with
prearranged groups or set up more ad hoc groups as
the need arises? Do special interest groups need
structure? (AFSC
, etc.) Is there a need for
1
FCNI
more freedom outsIde Meeting for Worship and Yeetflg
for Business?
—

4. A Committee on Ministry and Oversight or Counsel
Josephine Coats was given the task by CC in June
1976 to develop a study of the need and possible
ways of carrying out a practice for a committee

INTER-MOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends
at the Yearly ‘eeting level to be available to Friends and
meetings and worship groups in ways that are not as easily
accessIble by local committees of this sort. It is hoped
that each meeting will study carefully the following questions
concerning the role and function of IMYM in these matters:
A. How would your meeting or group use a committee on Ministry
and/or Oversight of the Yearly Meeting rather than the
similar committee of your monthly or regional meeting?
B. How would persons be chosen to serve on such a committee,
and for how long a time?
C. How would expenses be paid if travel were involved?
Each member and attender should become familiar with what is saId
in the Faith and Practice. Only after becoming familiar with the
“ways of Friends” can a productive disoussion take place. It is
felt thet these ponderings, no matter what the outcome, will
strengthen mightily our Quaker life, as indivIduals and as persons
in a Seeking and Worshipping group.
5. What is the feeling of the Young People? Would 13 to 18
year olds like to have a discussion group programmed for
their age group? Would a plenary sessIon on Friday be
helpful? Ideas and volunteers are needed.
6. How useful do you find the Book Table?
Do you have
suggestions on how to simplify this
procedure?
7. It appears that the Registrar’s fee will have to be
increased.
The amount charged and the use of campsites
will have to be reevaluated. Any comments or suggestions
would be appreciated.
8. How did you feel about the Talent Night which was a new
feature last year? Should this be continued?
There may be other topics that should be dismissed and
added to these.
If so, please jot them down and I’ll look forward
to hearing from you.
Sincerely,

-

Marie Andrew
198 Navajo Drive
Los Alamos, New Mexieo 87544
To: epresentatives of the Continuing Committee
Copies to: Clerks and Convenors of meetings and worship groups
and the officers of Intermountain Yearly Meeting

INTER-MOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends
18 January

1976

Dear Terrie,
2nclosed are 1 a copy of a letter to Marie Andrew with
some information of interest and 2) a copy of notes taken ffom
our rneting yesteay in preparation for the cornin February
.eeting.
After reading the rutes, especially the item near the
-(E crr
bottom of the second page, would you please consider doing
the fo.1lowin?

Plow through the materia.l that I’ve sent you
and look for items requesting something or needing the

——

consideration of Intermountain Yearly Meeting.
Note the items
and give a short abstract of what it is about and where it
comes from (two sentances’?).
OrganizeLlike;topicsto2ether
intola summary form that could be made available’to the
memb
e
1
rs of Continuin Committee as they gather to meet on
the lLkth of Febraary. Most if not all the items would he in
the rnaterialsent to the clerks of the regional meetings.
I doubt if any of the Epistles containanthin of this sort

—

—

but one mizht

;Jouldn’t you think that the “Watching Committee”
in its review of the Epistles would turn ?tp anythin requiring
ARILLO
the attention ofthe Yearly 4eeting.
3ut “Action” items._need———--—
1
to be ferreted out.
No sense copying-the letters from AFSC”
-

-

on overnrnent’urve.liance warning that a representative from
the Yearly ieeting should be appointed in the near future but
I
the subject and source and faction detail in a coup.le of sentanoces
—

/

should be sufficient.

-,

I don’t believe that there are more
I
than enough to take up a page, certainiynot more than two pages.
.,,Ne would extend this summary right up to Chost Ranch first AS
day and have Cont;. Comm. operate on the additons the first
—

:

afternoon. Then we would prepare a summary with Contg. Comm.’s
recommendations for those items it forwards and doesn’t act 1fetflg
roup
.E
.xiCO c
on by itself (reporting its actions) for the business sessions.
A summary of the February actions would be sent in advance to
all registrants and be available at Ghost Ranch.
‘This way
should cut down on some of the problems we’ve had at Ghost Ranch.
Let me know what you think about this idea and if you are
amenable to the task.
Iith many prayers,
Ted

Action Items for I1Y’s Attention
Friends Comm. on National Legislation
IMYM will review its continuing representation with FCNL.
General Comm. representatives.
Cont. Comm. recommendation needed
IMY1i will review its method of appointment and financial support;
IIiYM may proceed as it did with Friends ‘Vorld Comm. for Consultatn.
(See Ted’s letter of 16 Nov. 75)
—

Bread for the World (Nick Block

Sept.

-

5, 75)

Friends World Comm. for Consultation
F,JCC is about to disband for lack of financial support.
What is FWCC needed for?
Right Sharing of World Resources

-

Should it be a program of AFSC?

IIViYM Representatives: Coats, Hobson, Aldrich, Farmer
Josephine Coats âs chairperson al2cI repre, to Triennial in July.
Two openings on the comm. should be tillea tnis year by uont. comm.

Associated Committee of Friends on Indian Affairs
Request a YIvi representative to the committee.
What should IMYM’s participation be?
Faith and Life Movement
They suggest a F & L Panel Discussion during yearly meeting.
Ferner Nuhn writes that each YM should select 2 representatives
to work with representatives of other YMs in a given geographical
area. Perap a 4-YM conference on the West Coast.
New Call to Peacemakin_g: Invites each YM to appoint 1 or 2 persons
as representatives in the development of a peacemaking program
both within and among yearly meetings.
American Friends Service Committee
IMY1.j resonded favorably, and
Program ongovernment surveillance:
sent copies of their letter to Monthly Mtgs. and Worship groups.
Strengthening the relationship between AFSC and Friends:
1. A small standing committee of the Corporation should be
named to help pn the annual mtg., and to ventilate matters
within Yearly meetings, and inform AFSC of Friends’ views.
2.

Nominating Comm. should consult with YM Nominating
Committees to communicate AFSC’s interest in strengthening
the relationship o Friends and AFSC.
Also, the Nominating Comm. would discuss with YM Nominating
Committees “Corporation members help in organizing AFSC
reports to YM sessions, and participation in YM annual sessions.
Gertrude Marshall wrote Ted Church (Jan. 26) that since we
have no one appointed by IMYi± to the A?SC Corporation, Ted
is performing the role of link between IIv1Yii and AFSC.
She requests a thumbnail sketch of Ted’s background, etc.
Also, they request ideas, comments, etc.
(see her letter).

-2—

Planning Comm. for the 1977 Conference of Friends in the v’estern
Hemisphere:
1. Appoint IMYM Friend as member of the core Vorking Party (I
believe we have this person?)
2. Editorial help in English and Spanish.

pc2rof

iends in the regin (1975.-13 iinute):

Present IMYM Directory could be the directory called for in
To go further and incorporate members and attenders
the Minute.
in an IMYIi Directory will be a “multi-quantum jump” and almost
a fulitime volunteer chore.
Arizona Half -Year ly Meeting
Their minute 75-10-4 gives 1977-78 as the years of accepting
responsibility for Ii’1YM; we count on them for 1978-79.
(see Tedvs letter 19 Nov., 75)
Visitation funds
In response to several Friends requesting IMYIi support to visit
other YMs (namely kexico), should we have a fund for visitation?
Pc.itI2fl.
How effective is the communication between YM and meetings and
worship groups?
Should the uarters appoint a correspondent to receive information
from IIiYM, copy it, and disseminate it among mtgs. and Gs?
Appointments:
Secretary of Continuing Comm.
Chaiman of Discussion Groups and Special Interest groups.
of Worship-Sharing Groups.
Chairman
J.
4. Advisory Committee
5. iatching Committee
Kenneth Boulding’s suggestion of a group on a critique of political
thought in the Society of Friends.
1.
2.

.L?riends
Kenneth Boulding’s question, ‘Should IMYM help sponsor the
paper
general
be
a
might
Bulletin of Pacific Yearly Meeting, which
now.
Bulletin
the
for Western Friends? North Pacific YM also sponsors

orship-Sharing Groups and Speakers:

1arie Andrews’

job??

reb.

24,

1976

Dear Ted
Enclosed are my retyped Minutes and recommendations, with a carbon
Many many thanx for your constructive criticism and
for Marie Andrew.
No, I didn’t see ‘red’, as much
rephrasing (so much moie diplomatic!).
Sorry that I
of the green ink was me%ly comment and not rewriting.
so g:ossly misspelled .Leonore G’s name (how’s that dor a cop—out?!).
I was also able to read your writing, chiefly because I knew what you
I’m amazed at how tiny you can write with that pen.
were referring to.
How in the world
I’m astounded at the length of these minutes.
I checked with
can I shorten them to one page for the YM attenders??
bill, and we can mimeograph that hand-out for YM at UTEP. It may have
After you and Marie
to be 2 pages, perhaps mimeoed on both sides.
Any suggestions as to what to
look at this, I’ll try to shorten it.
omit will be much appreciated!
Bill and I both
I also have here your schedules for Ghost Ranch.
feel that the itemized schedule is easier to read (rather than the
Just our personal views.
one-page chart).
Today’s mail brought your letter about nurturing Laramie Friends.
My fIit thought is an enthusiastic ‘yes’, probably stemming from
I’ll consider this at length later.
El Paso’s early experiences.
how fortunate you are to be able to
The ninth copy you sent is great
This crummy machine is going into the shop again before
make 9 copies!
I’m glad your Smith-Corona is better than this one.
I come unglued.
-

If you don’t hear from me for awhile, blame it on our Boarding House.
This Friday and Saturday, we will have 2 simultaneous houseguests
Amy, our Westtown Senior Project (did I tell you that she wrote that
she has a broken leg and a full-leg cast, and still wants to come?!),
from Calif.
daughter of Gertrude and ‘iayne Marshall
and my cousin
to be fun.
promises
so
it
10
years,
about
in
latter
the
Haven’t seen
Bill says he’s looking forward to having the house full of baautiful
women!
-

-

-

Do with these enclosues as you wish, and fire them back to me with
Our videotape is i-” tape, and Pete
Oh yes.
further instructions.
to borrow a videotape machine to show
be
able
should
feels that someone
sure..
not
so
I’m
Fanch.
it at ghost

4*dd

40
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23 June 1976
Dear Terrie,
There came in the mail today Charlotte Minor’s report
1
from Junior Yearly Meeting
It was in long hand so I have typed
it out, hoping to be of some help to you in preparing the
minutes of the Ghost Ranch affair. I looked up the addresses
of the young people named and added them to the page.
I may
have used too narrow a margin to suit you,
I hope not. My
-

typewriter was in use these past two days on the W3LTTER of
Albuquerque Meeting and we set the margins as narrow as we dare.
(Watch for a poem in this issue which reports IMYM.)
The other enclosure is a chaRge notice for the DIRECTORY
covering changes I know about as of today.
Most of them seem
to be to the IMYM officers arid committees section.
I thought
that as copies of the DIRECTORY are requested or passed out
that a copy of the change pae could be included. The recipient
could then make his own pen and ink corrections (or ignore them).
As we collect changes, we could make additional chance pages
until the number were too unwieldy to handle (hopefully as
late as next string).
Al Hoge has been working up the Treasurer’s repprt. We
thought we better start things out right and show a complete
fiscal year (calendar 1975) as well as 1976 to the date he
closed his books to mAke his report.
I gave him a copy of
Dorothy Aldrichs report that was in last year’s minutes to
try as a aoãel. Al almost had to spend this week in Kansas
City but got a delay in plans.
In addition to the report he
is sending out refunds to people who couldn’t make it to
Ghost Ranch or had errors in their favor.
Got a post card from Done Bunting today with compliments
for a good yearly meeting. Also a note from Edith Hussey for
an excellent yearly meetin. You know as well as I do that
many people, as well as you, have to share in whatever sucess
there was.
It would be nice to know how to replicate what ever
it was we did right for IMY-77.
Best regards to Bill and Anne
-

Love,

24

June

1976

bear Terrie,
Your letter of the 21st arrived today.
I have assumed
that your silence since Ghost Ranch was clue to minute typin;
and El Paso business meetinst
I knew your were up to your
neck in those parties, too.
Stationery will be on its way shortly.
The woman who sold weaving and helped with the child carei
Vicki Tichava
Box 16
Valiecitos, NM 87531
(That information from Elizabeth, who had the foresiht to
asic her and write the information down.)
Thanks for the proof reading of Lorothy Steere’s talk.
I am glad that all my errors are on only one page.
I’ll redo
that.
I haven’t heard from Marie And.rew on her reaction to my
note on Louglas Steere’s talk.
If I remember right, I believe
I hoped that she would type it so that you or I could have it
printed.
She could have it Xeroxed for 50 per page, hut both
you and I can beat that price. Enclosed is the price list
from the joint we use here in Albuquerque. Your printing is
cheaper for both single and double side.
ie can get 100 copies
eroxed for 3.50 (both sides for 7.00
no reduction.) That
makes a $.35 and .25 difference, which will be used up in the
postage we use to send stuff heween us.
(I was just wonderin°
if we shouldn’t use UPS for the bulk rnailin; of the four and
two sets of minutes to meetings and worship groups?)
By all means, print both sides of the page to save paper and
postage.
I imarine one set of minutes with attachments will
run about 12 pages (judging from last year’s set) and that makes
a difference when done on 12 or 6 sheets of paper.
or the talks, the order form should permit a choice of
1
one or both of them.
:Te will have to have the weight of
ougias’s talk before we can include the amount for postage.
I imagine it might be useful to have several order forms in
the package of minutes but with the plea that it will help us
if all or most of the orders from a meeting are placed on one
form.
I know that there will be individuals who will want to
order one of the talks several weeks after the first order has
gone outi
We might even mention that you have copies of the
DIRECTORY for the asking.
No, I haven’t sent out any IMYM Epistles.
I don’t even
have a copy of it.
I hope you have the Jatching Committee’s
original.
I thought that since I had given you the FWCC
Calendar of Yearly Meetings with all the addresses of YMS in
it that you would undertake to at least address the envelopes
(I’ll need to print some) and make the requisite number of copies.
I am awaiting a typed draft to proof or a master copy to
affix my “john enry” to.
The mailing of the Epistles can
be done over the summer. We do have to make a special additio n
to three copies of the Epistle for sending to FWCC, AF3C and
London YM.
-

June 30,

1976

To:

IMYM, do the Clerk, Ted Church

Regarding:

Committee on Ministry and Oversight/Evaluation of
Needs and methods of functioning for a Committee

Dear Friends:
During the 1976 gathering of IMYM some delicate intra-meeting
situations came to my attention.
Some Friends are troubled about
their respective meetings or the personal growth of members.
Uneasy conditions may be resolved by oversight from within the
monthly meeting, or by tender counselling from other monthly meet
ings or the regional committee of M & 0.
Not in all cases, however,
are the nearest Friends qualified to assist in all of the troubles
which may come to a M.M.
Also at times a worship group or preparative meeting may be better
served by the counsel and guidance from Meetings less close than
the geographically or structurally nearest.
For Yearly Meeting itself a Commi ttee of Ministry and Oversight a
a long term ‘Watching Committee’ may be desirable.
But
I share the reluctance of many to be burdened by committees.
without some group focussed on the spiritual claims of meeting ac
tivity we can have a heavier burden, that of perfunctory or arbi
The risk of acting without sufficient caring grows
trary judgments.
with the numbers of people!
The
Please consider this request before too many people are hurt.
good order of Friends commends that positive ways be sought to re
I believe a Committee
late to one another in our worship and business.
of Ministry and Oversight is the best place to center.
Yours in loving concern,

Frances B. McAllister
FBMcA: rc

INTER-MOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
Religious Society of Friends

*
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-
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1715 helena Dr.
Gallup, NeLi Xeidco
May 5, 1976

Dear

87301

cç.

Your re•-].y that you will convene a Worship-Sharing Group at
Intenr’:ntain Yearly Meeting was joyfully received. Enclosed are te
psztphlets on loan from trftI which should help you in preparing for this
leadershiy. Both wifl contribute idons rind thoirhts which will be helpful
to you. “Creative Listening” is nost helpful regarding specifics of con
rlucting a group.
The ‘lorship-ShEring Group convenors will meet at Ghost Ranch at
1,: 30 W Thurwisy, June 10 for a !lorship-Sharing Group, hopefully to be
led by Dow’las and Dorothy’ Steere. This group is planned to help you in
leading your run no”p by nflut.’ing you a chance to particinate before
you aseimie leeriershii’. Please try to attend this meeting if at 3]].
possible.
A Wors!ip-Sharinç Grour is neither a fleeting for Worship nor
a discussion troup. It has oleneuts of both, but is an entity of its
own. Its focus is on a slarinz of ‘orson2]. irinresslorm awl tho’rtts in
a worship settinri. t’wies such as those t!ch will be sent out by the
Coyrtinuin; Co-rrnittce to all re’istrants for fl14 can be usef-]. for focusing
tho”tht.
A rspiblo frnne:iork for a Worshiv—Sharini flr”z way be as
folla-is: The ero’z, athers in silence, and allot-s 10 to 15 vinutes to
centor down. The convenur then ezq.’lains a T
t,ir_Shurir&e Group ant
stresses the silence bet?:leen contributiorz • Allow a fei ntments more
of silence, then read the queot5 on or statement you have chosen to be.tin
the exploratory process • The leader then responds in a persona]. way to
illustrate and ber<in the soken contrib’:tions. After silence, the person
to the right is taked to respord, cxd so on around the circle. No one
need res’ord if he/she does not wish to do so • This should be Ltde clear
in the introduc’iion. The eroup nay then colve towaM a silence near the
end of the allotcd tine, or spoken contribvtiozt !r.ay cori blue.
The above is only o’ie t-iar of conducting a Worsh1p—Sharin Group.
Other methods hwe also proven n’ .aceesf’i]. • A peer ared qtestaon or state—
nent nay not be des.:aflt for :o’2r T1et!’Od of leadersNip or :-our o:’p.
The t ort;.bt ti.r f.s tht the zrcrip .as shared rsr1 mrz
’iiped in a ‘-lay
3
satisfactory to Itself at bhe end of DT”X.
5one sugesticns for focusing queries or statements are:
1 • 9hat does a ta
±ered nectng wean to yor.? Can you rerieqber any
4
particular er’eri ence t.en a neetin% was truly gatherod In your eyes?
He’, did you tel? Ho’r did “c’; resnoni?
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